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This thesis explores the ways that students took up writing researcher skills, knowledges, and identities through a teacher-student co-research investigation of writing in an online writing research course. The following questions guided this study:

- How did literate activity occur in an online Composition as Critical Inquiry Course?
- What writing research skills, knowledges, and identities did the students take up and demonstrate as they participated in a co-research project?

The study also examined the efficacy of co-research as a methodology and pedagogy.

Chapter 1 reviews literature from the relevant English studies fields. Central topics include the rationale for writing research pedagogies, an exploration of co-research (the primary methodology for this project), and an overview of online writing courses (OWCs).

Chapter 2 describes the methods and methodologies used in this study. It begins with a rationale and description of the course that served as the site of the co-research investigation followed by a description of the methods used in the study. For the first
research question, the students were invited to investigate literate activity in our OWC and report their findings in journal articles. For the second research question, four students participated in a focus group where they were asked to describe the writing research skills, knowledges, and identities they developed during the course.

Chapter 3 presents results and discussion related to the first research question. Findings from six student co-research projects are presented along with a discussion of the affordances and limitations of each co-researchers’ work.

Chapter 4 presents results and discussion related to the second research question. Students took up an awareness of genres/contexts, research methods, and self-knowledge. This chapter also examines the extent to which the students took up conscious writing researcher identities.

The thesis concludes with recommendations about co-research as methodology and pedagogy.
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INTRODUCTION

Ensuring that new college students have adequate writing skills has been the perennial task of first year composition, also known as FYC (Bartholomae, 2007). For years, the pedagogy that dominated FYC was the notion that teaching students general writing skills would allow them to write in any context. Over the past few decades, however, numerous studies in the field of Rhetorical Genre Studies (RGS) have illuminated the theory that writing is an activity learned socially in specific contexts (Miller, 1984; Freedman, 1993a; Russell, 1995; Bawarshi & Reiff, 2010). These findings suggest that the general writing skills taught in FYC may not transfer easily or at all into new writing situations (Russell, 1995; Bergmann & Zepernick, 2007). So, what does transfer? Downs & Wardle (2007) suggest that there is promise in the writing about writing pedagogy, which encourages students to take a scholarly approach to understanding writing as an object of study. Illinois State University’s Writing Program takes Downs & Wardle’s concept a step further, focusing on writing research. In this paradigm, students are encouraged to cultivate research skills and to take up writing researcher identities that allow them to robustly analyze writing (both academic and non-academic) and its relationship to complex settings (Walker, 2014).

As the field is grappling with these issues, we are also trying to explore the most effective methods for teaching FYC in digital spaces because demand for online classes is increasing. Despite the abundant research that advocates for the use of social-
constructivist pedagogies online (e.g., Warnock, 2009; Pachler & Daly, 2011; Swenson & Taylor, 2012), research also suggests that many online writing courses (OWC) still position the instructors as the central experts who must bestow their vast knowledge on the ignorant students (e.g., DePew & Lettner-Rust, 2009; Gillam & Wooden, 2013; Remley, 2014). However, implementing a social-constructivist pedagogy in online spaces also demands that instructors and, as some claim, students (Van Ittersum & Lawson Ching, 2013) take up a critical awareness of how learning and literate activity happen in online spaces (e.g., Brown, 2006; Griffin & Minter, 2013).

Bearing in mind issues of effective FYC instruction in general and FYC in online spaces in particular, this thesis explores the ways that students took up writing researcher skills, knowledges, and identities through a teacher-student co-research investigation of writing in an online writing research course. The following questions guided this study:

- Question 1: How did literate activity occur in an online Composition as Critical Inquiry course?
- Question 2: What writing research skills, knowledges, and identities did the students take up and demonstrate as they participated in a co-research project?

In addition to these central questions, the study also examined the efficacy of co-research as a methodological and pedagogical approach. A type of participatory research, co-research invites participants to conceive of themselves as researchers (Boylorn, 2007). As Ray (1992) describes working with student researchers, “Students are not merely subjects whom the teacher researcher instructs and assess; they are co-researchers, sources of knowledge whose insights help focus and provide new directions for the study” (pp. 175 - 176). The rationale behind using a co-research model was two-fold. First, inviting students to act as fellow researchers afforded them greater agency in the investigation as they were invited to help shape the research questions and the trajectories of the research
results. Second, inviting students to conduct their investigations alongside a more experienced writing researcher (the instructor) may have helped scaffold their acquisition of writing research skills.

Chapter 1 of this thesis is a review of literature from the field. I trace the development of genre studies and writing research pedagogies, establishing the rationale for the move from teaching writing to teaching writing research. Next, I provide background on co-research, which serves as the primary methodology for this project. Finally, I offer a brief overview of research on OWCs. This section provides a foundation for the rationale behind the course that was taught in this study, and it also serves as a backdrop against which the reader might compare the student co-researchers’ investigations into online literate activity.

Chapter 2 describes the methods and methodologies used in this study. I begin by offering a rationale and description of the course that served as the site of study for this investigation. I then detail the methods used to explore the two central research questions mentioned above. For the first research question, I invited students to design, carry out, and write up research investigations about a literate activity in the course. For the second research question, I held a focus group with students from the course at which I asked them to describe the writing research skills, knowledges, and identities they developed during the course. I then used the results of that discussion to code the students’ work from the semester.

Chapter 3 presents results and discussion related to the first research question. I present findings from six student research projects, which centered on issues of learning management systems, peer review, self-representation in online courses, and uptake. At
the end of the chapter, I explore the affordances and limitations of co-research that were made evident in this project.

Chapter 4 presents results and discussion related to the second research question. Drawing on evidence from the focus group and the students’ course documents, I argue that the students took up an awareness of genres/contexts, research methods, and self-knowledge. In the final portion of this chapter, I examine the extent to which the students took up conscious writing researcher identities.

I conclude with recommendations based on the findings and proposals for future research.

This study offers the field valuable access to student voices and perspectives on learning management systems, peer interactions in online spaces, self-representation online, and uptake. Additionally, it offers writing research pedagogy advocates specific evidence of skills, knowledges, and identities that students consciously took up in a writing research course. This study also has the potential to deepen conversations about co-research as a writing research methodology and pedagogy.
CHAPTER I
WRITING RESEARCH PEDAGOGY GOES ONLINE:
A LITERATURE REVIEW

Since one focus of this project is exploring ways that students take up writing researcher identities, the first portion of this literature review provides a context for the history and development of the writing research model for FYC. The second portion focuses on co-research, which serves as a primary methodology for the research in this project and provides a pedagogical approach to helping students attain the writing researcher identities valued in the writing research model. The final section reviews literature concerning online writing classrooms since this is the focus of the investigation the instructor and students took on together.

Writing Research Model

Writing research models for writing instruction have developed in response to newly evolving understandings of genre and activity over the past few decades. In light of these emerging theories, many scholars have recommended moving away from the traditional “general writing skills” FYC courses and towards a writing research framework that focuses on using flexible research skills to examine genres as complex actors in social settings (Russell, 1995; Smit, 2004; Downs & Wardle, 2007).
Genres as Activity Mediators in Cultural Historical Contexts

In her ground-breaking article “Genres as Social Action,” Carolyn Miller (1984) describes genres as “typified rhetorical actions based in recurrent situations” (p. 159). Miller’s definition identifies key characteristics of genres. First, genres emerge socially. The “recurrent situations” are social situations that have become normalized within a cultural context. Genres then become a means of facilitating certain social actions within those situations, and they become “typified” in that their form and structure evolve to better facilitate their associated social activities.

Catherine Schryer (1993) adds an important qualification to Miller’s (1984) definition. She suggests that Miller’s definition implies a stable system, and points out that “if genre is used to describe stable systems, then the concept is rhetorically unsound because a stable system cannot respond to changes in audience or circumstance” (p. 208). Thus, Schryer proposes the addendum that genres are a “stabilized-for-now or stabilized-enough site of social and ideological action” (p. 200). This theory suggests that genres do not retain the same form over time, but they instead evolve with the ever-changing societies in which they participate.

Understanding genres as “stable-for-now” social actors requires us to take a closer look at the cultural historical systems where genres participate. We can examine these systems through frameworks like actor network theory (ANT) (Latour, 1999; 2005), activity theory (Engeström, 1993), or cultural historical activity theory (CHAT) (Vygotsky, 1978; Prior, et. al., 2007). These theories suggest that our tools—whether they are texts, conceptual frameworks, or physical objects—participate as actors that mediate social activity. Latour (2005) gives the examples of “kettles ‘boil[ing]’ water,
knifes ‘cut[ting]’ meat, baskets ‘hold[ing]’ provisions, [and] hammers ‘hit[ting]’ nails on
the head” and poses the question, “Are those verbs not designating actions?” (p. 71).
Latour (2005) does not suggest that “objects do things ‘instead’ of human actors” (p. 72).
Rather, he suggests that a thorough understanding of social activities requires us to
delineate all actor participants—human and non-human—in the complex networks that
mediate activity.

Genres, thus, mediate and sometimes remediate contextual social practices and
knowledge. Prior, Hengst, Roozen, & Shipka (2006) offer an example of mediation or
remediation in citing a study of how psychologists convert patient talk into session notes
and then eventually transform session notes into diagnosis codes that conform to the
DSM-IV. Latour (1999) demonstrates how series of genres and multiple layers of
remediation facilitate the production of knowledge. The scientists in his study used a
particular device to extract the samples, they arranged the samples into a gridded box,
they eventually transformed the box into a visual diagram on piece of paper, and so on
until back in the lab and then the office, they eventually compiled type-written paper
documents about their findings. The end result documents bore very little resemblance to
the actual soil they represented, but as Latour (1999) writes, “In losing the forest, we win
knowledge of it” (p. 33). Prior & Hengst (2010) suggest that many activities use similar
“multimodal chains of genres” (p. 8).

CHAT suggests that genres are both cultural and historical. Cultures develop tools
to satisfy a perceived need or to facilitate a practice the culture considers valuable or
necessary. Thus, “[t]hrough their designs, tools accumulate knowledge and perspectives
that have situated perspectives” (Swarts, 2013, p. 152). As Latour (1999) reflects on his
expedition in the Amazon, he writes, “Despite the pioneering quality of this expedition, it turns out, I am not assisting at the birth of a science ex nihilo” (32). Historical and culture practices informed the work that the scientists performed at each stage of the remediation process. The tools and genres that the scientists used were created in a particular cultural-historical context in order to mediate activities that actors within that context—humans, political powers, cultural powers, etc.—deemed desirable. As Prior & Hengst (2010) describe it, “[P]ast, present, and future shadow conversations suffuse the present” (p. 4).

Shipka’s (2011) discussion of remediation draws our attention back to Schryer’s (1993) idea that genres and practices are only “stable-for-now.” Over time, meditational tools and practices change. Shipka (2011) suggests that “mediated action is transformed by the introduction of new meditational means” (49). In other words, when tools evolve under new cultural-historical conditions, practices are remediated to adapt to the new tools. Though the objective of the activity system with the new tool might be the same, the manner in which the objective gets carried out may differ in slight or significant ways. Shipka (2011) offers the example of how students’ composition practices changed when they moved from using typewriters to word processors. With word processors, writing multiple drafts or distributing several copies of a paper were more viable options because the remediated tool also remediated these practices, making them easier.

**The Myth of General Writing Skills**

In light of the research on genre theory, many scholars contend that the model of teaching “general writing skills” in FYC does not lead to transferrable skill development. Russell (1995) identifies “general writing skills” as the primary learning outcome for standard FYC courses. With activity theory in mind, Russell writes, “If writing were an
autonomous skill generalizable to all activity systems that use writing, improving writing in general would be a clear object(ive) of an activity system. However, writing does not exist apart from its uses, for it is a tool for accomplishing object(ive)s beyond itself” (p. 57). Russell compares teaching “general writing skills” to teaching general “ball handling” skills. Though many games use balls of various shapes and sizes (e.g., volleyball, football, croquet, jacks, etc.), the balls are used in very different ways. Russell notes that “A good croquet player might easily learn to putt, or a good tennis player learn squash. However, there is no autonomous, generalizable skill called ball using or ball handling that can be learned and then applied to all ball games” (p. 57).

Aviva Freedman (1993a) challenges the assumption that writing can be explicitly taught at all. She even suggests that explicit teaching can have an effect opposite the intention, namely, students might misapply the “rules” without regard to context. Students “may feel that they have learned something as a result of explication even though their later performance bears no evidence of that learning” (Freedman, 1993b, p. 274). Freedman (1993b) goes on to cite evidence that “there is little transfer between school and out-of-school tasks (p. 274). Like Russell (1995), Freedman (1993a) suggests that writing tasks are inseparable from their real world contexts. As Vygotsky’s (1978) Zones of Proximal Development model suggests, “Full genre knowledge (in all its subtlety and complexity) only becomes available as a result of having written” (Freedman, 1993a, p. 236).

Empirical research supports the theories that students either fail to acquire and/or transfer the “general writing skills” into other contexts. Jarratt, Mack, Sartor, & Watson (2009) interviewed 36 junior and senior university students about their memories of FYC.
They found that students were divided in their feelings about the usefulness of FYC. Some participants felt they used knowledge from the course later on, some felt they did not, and others changed positions throughout the course of the interview. Bergmann & Zepernick (2007) conducted a study with students who complete a general FYC course and then three or four additional writing courses within their discipline. Their findings indicated that the majority of students did not remember FYC as useful because they did not use the same kinds of writing later on within their disciplines, and students also failed to recognize that writing was a process. The researchers recommended a shift in FYC courses from teaching students “how to write” and towards a focus on “teaching students how to learn to write” (Bergmann & Zepernick, 2007, p. 141-2).

Towards a Writing Research Model

Bergmann & Zepernick (2007) support Russell’s (1995) move to situate writing instruction in the disciplines; however, the difficulty of finding faculty within the disciplines who can teach writing effectively and the added challenge of funding such a shift make the move unlikely for most universities. How then, might FYC programs make Bergmann & Zepernick’s (2007) shift from teaching writing to teaching “how to learn how to write” (p. 141)? Wardle (2009) suggests that FYC courses cannot teach students to mimic disciplinary writing outside of disciplinary contexts. Like Bergmann & Zepernick (2007), Wardle (2009) recommends leaving behind the notion that FYC can “teach students to write in the university” and instead taking up the idea of teaching “students about writing in the university” (p. 765). Just as biology, psychology, and other core curriculum courses introduce students to their own disciplinary subject matter, FYC might introduce students to scholarly writing studies. Students who develop a deeper
understanding of how genres emanate from and facilitate activities in specific contexts can better understand how to examine and subsequently produce writing in new contexts.

Illinois State University’s (ISU) writing program takes Wardle’s (2009) ideas a step further (Walker, 2014). While Wardle focuses primarily on writing about writing in university contexts, ISU’s program encourages students to take up a diverse skill set that will enable them to examine literate activities in any context. Students take up the frameworks of genre studies and CHAT and then conduct multiple first-hand investigations of literate activity in a variety of contexts. Through these activities, students take up writing research skills, and they are encouraged to take up writing researcher identities (the sense that one is a person who is able to learn how literate activity works in a given context).

As ISU’s program has evolved, further research has emphasized that to make a writing research model successful, students need to develop a robust understanding of their own uptake and transfer practices. Jarema’s (2014) study of transfer between a writing research course and an Intro to Communications course indicates that unless students have a strong awareness of their own learning, they are unlikely to actively use high-road transfer (Perkins & Salomon, 1988).

Although the term uptake has been used by multiple scholars in the genre and writing research fields (Freadman, 1987; Kill, 2006), Bawarshi’s (2010) research on the subject draws the most robust connections between uptake and transfer. Bawarshi suggests that uptake is a method for examining how we are learning and actively trying to transfer in antecedent knowledge to help us in new situations. In the context of a writing research based FYC course, teaching students to articulate their uptake may help them
develop a deeper understanding of how to use uptake awareness to facilitate high-road transfer in new writing situations.

In light of the research on best practices in writing instruction, the course in this thesis study followed a writing research model. Besides introducing students to RGS and CHAT, the course encouraged students to examine their own uptake processes actively as they conducted real writing research and—to an extent—took up writing researcher identities.

**Co-Research Methodology**

To better understand how students take up writing research practices, this study employed a co-research model. Though the term co-research has not been used extensively in the literature, the methodology fits into a similar vein as methodologies such as participatory research, participatory action research, participatory design, and action research. These related methodologies have grown popular in fields like education (Glassman & Erdem, 2014), social sciences (Fals-Borda & Rahman, 1991), and technical communication (Salvo & Ren, 2007; Spinuzzi, 2005; Grabill, 2007; Agboka, 2013).

**Participatory Methodologies**

Fals-Borda & Rahman (1991) and Glassman & Erdem (2014) concur that the origins of participatory research are multiple but can largely be attributed to research with individuals in developing world nations in the 1970s. Fals-Borda & Rahman (1991) emphasize that the primary foci of participatory action research (PAR) are empowering the oppressed and democraticizing knowledge production and use. Glassman & Erdem (2014) note that contemporary uses of PAR draw from feminist methodologies and concepts of youth empowerment in education. Spinuzzi (2005) connects contemporary
participatory design methodologies to action research; however, he points to origins in the collaborative design practices of Scandinavian researchers and trade union workers. Three key themes that surface in participatory methodologies include giving participants voice, valuing tacit knowledge, and viewing knowledge as socially constructed.

Giving participants voice and agency are essential to participatory methodologies (Spinuzzi, 2005). Salvo (2001) emphasizes that the participants are human beings, not means to an end in research or design. Both Salvo (2001) and Spinuzzi (2005) suggest a shift in the dynamic of researching about or for participants, advocating instead for researching with participants. Grabill (2007), for example, describes an action research study where the researchers worked with citizens in a community concerned about the environmental consequences of a dredging project proposed by the EPA. In the initial community meetings about the project, the citizens felt that the EPA and the Army Corps of Engineers dominated the conversation and did not allow the community members to voice their concerns. After hearing the community’s complaints, Grabill’s team worked to help the citizens change the interface of the meetings. Local citizens developed and distributed information packets prior to town meetings, which allowed a majority of the meeting to be spent in discussion. This format gave the citizens much more agency than the lecture-style meetings that gave voice to the “experts,” but relegated the community members to a passive role. In short, Grabill’s team worked with the community to identify their needs and to help them to actualize a solution that addressed those needs.

Valuing tacit, local, and embodied knowledges is fundamental to participatory methodologies and epistemologies. In their action research studies, Farkas (2013) and Grabill (2007) assert the value of frequently dismissed citizen knowledges. Farkas’
(2013) work demonstrates that although citizens can access public discourse, the infrastructures do not always afford them agency to act on their knowledge. Grabill (2007), likewise, looks for ways to open infrastructures to influence from citizen knowledge, suggesting, “Citizens armed with both an understanding of the issues, as well as the local knowledge of how those issues will affect their community, can offer very valuable contributions to any decision” (Grabill, 2007, p. 13).

Spinuzzi (2005) describes participatory design as having a constructivist view of knowledge: "That is, it sees knowledge-making as occurring through the interaction among people, practices, and artifacts--knowledge doesn't just reside in the head; it's a condition of a certain context" (p. 165). Grabill’s (2007) work supports this definition, and he uses it to explain the (im)balance of expertise, knowledge, and power in communities. He offers the example of a citizen who is familiar with the land (a type of *metis*) and notices a stream being polluted by a nearby manufacturer. The “expert” who inspects the problem declares that the pollution is not actually problematic because the stream is not on his map. The different communities of the two men hold different values, and they therefore privilege different information. Information and knowledge are, thus, not a matter of what is true but what is valued.

A participatory methodology is particularly appropriate for research in OWCs (Online Writing Courses) given their emphasis on participant voices, tacit knowledge, and socially constructed knowledge. An “expert” researcher may be able to make some sort of determination about what happened in an OWC based on an observational investigation. However, determining why or how literate activity happened in an OWC is practically impossible without involving the participants. While the computer screens
render certain aspects of the course more visible (e.g., discussions are archived), they render other aspects of the course (e.g., the students’ embodied experiences) as practically invisible.

Participants as Researchers

Though co-research has much in common with the participatory methodologies, its distinguishing characteristic is that it invites participants to conceive of themselves as researchers. Robin Boylorn (2008), who engaged Southern black women as co-researchers on a collaborative narrative project, defines co-research as “a participatory method that situates participants as joint contributors and investigators to the findings of a research project” (p. 600). In Boylorn’s (2008) research, she actively involved her co-researchers in the processes of gathering, composing, and editing their narratives. While Boylorn did a majority of the writing for the final “product” of the research, she invited her co-researchers to provide feedback throughout the process. Liza Potts (2014) advocates for the distributed power dynamics visible in Boylorn’s research:

We also must view participants as co-researchers and co-architects. . . . We must research with participants rather than be passive researchers commenting on their work. We must engage them in building and modifying these systems [social networks]. They deserve a seat at the table, a pen at the whiteboard, and access in ways that allow them to work across these ecosystems. (loc. 2450 of 3925)

As Boylorn (2008) summarizes it, co-research is a shift from viewing participants as “researched” to “researchers.”

Salvo & Ren’s (2007) article “Participatory assessment: Negotiating engagement in a technical communication program” involves elements of both traditional participatory methodologies and co-research. In a similar vein as Grabill’s (2007) work with community infrastructures, Salvo & Ren (2007) characterize the “professional
writing curriculum as a technology" (p. 425) and define students as key users or stakeholders. To tap into the students’ knowledge of the program, they distributed surveys to both majors and non-majors in the department as well as conducting interviews and focus groups. The feature that I argue shifted Salvo & Ren’s (2007) research from participatory to “co-research” was their involvement of an undergraduate research assistant, who, among other things, conducted faculty interviews. Salvo & Ren (2007) write, "As an undergraduate major, the research assistant acted as a participant-observer. Her role was complicated by the fact that she was herself a student and a member of the stakeholder group" (p. 430). Salvo & Ren (2007) suggest that the position of their undergraduate research assistant helped them gain insights they would not have had access to otherwise. They write, "Rather than simply accepting administrative narratives describing the program, our assistant turned her research into an opportunity to articulate the relationships among stakeholders from her student perspective. And she ably articulated the student concerns" (p. 431).

Co-research as Pedagogy

Like research, pedagogy is concerned with issues of knowledge-making. Salvo (2001) writes, "Participatory design seeks to establish democratic workplaces where users are recognized as experts in their job while the expertise of designers is seen as a separate but equal expert knowledge" (p. 273). If we apply a similar mindset to the classroom, we can come to a place where we value students' and instructors’ knowledges equally.

In light of all the research that suggests that learners make meaning in situated social contexts (e.g., Vygotsky, 1978; Freeman, 1993a), co-research might serve as an appropriate model for helping students take up writing research practices. Freedman
(1993b) emphasizes that “[a]ll learning is necessarily situated within a community of practice in which learners are enabled to perform by an intricately orchestrated process of co-participation with old-time members” (p. 275). Classroom co-research has the potential to benefit both students and instructors. Researchers, particularly teacher researchers, can benefit from student voices and the perspectives they offer for both theory and practice (Nickoson, 2012). Student co-researchers, likewise, take on additional agency in the processes and outcomes that ultimately impact them and their peers. Additionally, student co-researchers have the potential to acquire deeper knowledge of research practices and may even have the opportunity to contribute to professional knowledge.

Smart and Brown’s (2008) participatory action classroom study uses most aspects of co-research. The researchers trained 36 student interns to do self-reflexive ethnographic research of their workplace environments. They then talked through the students' findings at weekly classes and explored ways that the students could be agents of change in their workplaces. These changes might come through the students doing more research and modifying their own behaviors or the students advocating for changes in the organization. Although this study fits most aspects of a co-research model, Smart and Brown did not encourage participants to conceive of themselves as researchers. From a pedagogical perspective, encouraging students to take up researcher identities might help them embody and transfer writing research skills.

Co-research and other participatory or action research methodologies have the additional potential to build learners into more active citizens. Farkas (2011) argues that writing instructors have a responsibility to prepare students to engage in their
communities. She assigns projects that encourage students to research and take action about an issue of concern to them in their communities. Salvo & Ren (2007) argue that engaging students in decision making about institutional practices better prepares them to become actively engaged citizens in their communities and other institutions after they leave the university.

From both a methodological and pedagogical perspective, I would argue that a co-research model also has the potential to increase student investment in the investigation. In a chapter on using wikis in a course, Dolmage (2012) reflects on surveys he collected from his students participants, saying, “Many of the student responses were generic and evaluative—the wiki was good, or it was bad, and little explanation was offered” (p. 124). I bring up this quote precisely because it is not representative of the work my student co-researchers produced as part of this study. In past investigations where I used a more traditional researcher/participant model, I received the same sort of perfunctory responses that Dolmage describes. However, because my students in this thesis study were invested as researchers, I believe the need to produce substantial and usable data was as meaningful to them as it was to me.

Limitations of Co-Research

As with any methodology or pedagogy, co-research has certain limitations. Blythe, Grabill, & Simmons (2008), among others, assert that participatory methods should allow researchers and participants to share equally the responsibilities of selecting research questions, methods, analysis, and reporting. However, a truly equal division of power and labor may not always be attainable. In a classroom situation, the instructor
automatically has certain power and authority over the students by virtue of his or her control of grades, course policies, etc.

Spinuzzi (2005) notes several limitations of participatory design, many of which also apply to co-research. For one, co-research requires a significant amount of time. For this thesis project, for example, the co-research project took up almost half of the ENG 101 course. Spinuzzi (2005) also notes that participants/co-researchers may not have formal training or experience in research methods, so their execution of those methods may not be exhaustive.

**Constructing Knowledge in Online Writing Courses**

For this thesis study, an online writing research course served as the site of a student and teacher co-research investigation. Thus, the function of this next section is twofold. First, it provides a partial rationale for the design of the course where the research took place. (The course itself is described in more detail in Chapter 2). Second, this selected and brief overview of the literature on online writing courses serves as a backdrop for the student co-researcher’s investigations (which are explored in depth in Chapter 3). Though most of the student did not engage heavily in the literature themselves, their choice of investigations dealt with issues of self-representation online, the affordances and limitations of the LMS (learning management system), peer review, and knowledge uptake and construction.

**Towards Constructivist View of Learning and Knowledge**

Many composition researchers claim that OWI (online writing instruction) frequently follows what DePew & Lettner-Rust (2009) refer to as “banking” pedagogies, where the instructor “deposits” a wealth of knowledge in the students’ impoverished
minds (c.f., Warnock, 2009; Gillam & Wooden, 2013; Remley, 2014). Gillam & Wooden (2013) point out that the LMSs for online courses often encourage this teacher-centered model; however, they also note that most LMSs include collaborative platforms that sometimes simply go unused.

Despite the prevalence of teacher-centered OWI, the Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC) Committee for Best Practices in Online Writing Instruction (2013) urges that instructors take up learner-centered pedagogies. Most current theory about e-learning recommends using a social-constructivist model (e.g., Warnock, 2009; Pachler & Daly, 2011; Swenson & Taylor, 2012). As Pachler & Daly (2011) describe it, learning is not about “individual cognition alone, but is a process of engaging in the social world and mediating the sense that is made of it through some form of sign which is communicated to others and around which shared meanings can be forged” (p.62).

Constructivist and learner-centered OWI recognize the knowledges and perspectives of both instructors and students as valuable. DePew & Lettner-Rust (2009) suggest that moving from “banking” style of teaching to a student-centered style "is not just a shift in epistemological philosophy and pedagogy. It is a shift in power; it is a shift in the way one articulates who gets to contribute knowledge in the course" (p. 175). Swenson & Taylor (2012) claim that discussion boards and other online collaboration tools can promote this distribution of power because they encourage instructors to move from the central role of knowledge disseminators to more of a peripheral role as learning facilitators. The distinct roles of student and teacher can blur in online writing classrooms if instructors “are willing to concede absolute authority and give students the opportunity
to explain how they are engaging with the course material” (DePew & Lettner-Rust, 2009, p. 177). Ruey’s (2010) study of OWI supports this idea as both students and instructors reported learning from one another’s perspectives.

Gillam & Wooden (2013) seem to suggest that valuing students’ knowledges can help them practice transfer between environments. They encourage helping students to recognize “not that they know nothing but that what they know is situated—negotiated, even—between a variety of distributed sources, students begin to understand that their knowledge might alter its situation if they distribute their learning across a wider spectrum” (Gillam & Wooden, 2013, p. 30). Anthropologists Andrews & Varenne (2011) affirm that students’ prior knowledges are essential to their participation in technology-mediated courses. Studying blog comments, they found that students using educational technology largely acquire those technologies outside of educational settings. Furthermore, this acquisition happens socially rather than as a direct dissemination of information between expert and novice. As Andrews & Varenne (2011) write, “Everyday life is not divided between those who know and those who do not; it is not united by the sharing of old knowledge” (p. 8). Rather they argue that knowledge is constructed.

**Mediated Spaces**

Warnock (2009) suggests that our “goal is to get past the technology and start thinking about teaching” (p.22). The CCCC (2013) supports this idea, urging that technology should never be the central focus of OWI. However, as Brown (2006) writes, “An ecological view of writing asks writing teachers and instructors to locate themselves within [activity] systems and, at the very least, to create an awareness of the various systems that make up the social world relevant to particular acts of writing” (p. 11). Van
Itersum & Lawson Ching (2013) echo this refrain when they assert that “the ‘writing process’ is not so much a static cognitive structure as it is a set of complex interactions among writers, their tools, and their objectives” (n.p.). Any robust theory of online education must account for how various tools function as actors that mediate (and sometimes impede) activity in our classrooms.

One of the most influential non-human actors in OWI is simply alphabetic text. Pachler & Daly emphasize the primacy of language and discourse in mediating knowledge production in social contexts in general, but suggest that text becomes especially essential in online spaces. Griffin & Minter (2013) highlight just how text-rich online classrooms are when they share that “the reading load in online classes was more than 2.75 times greater than” that of traditional classes (p. 153).

Simply noting that written text replaces corresponding voiced or gestured language in face-to-face classrooms does not fully capture the work that text does in an online environment. In distance learning interfaces (including but not limited to online courses), text functions as a vicarious bodily presence for participants. Brown (2006) suggests that online learners “[take] on the characteristics of metonymy and synecdoche, reducing opportunities for online groups to enact different forms of representation” (p. 9). Online students are not simply composing writing; they are composing themselves. Drawing on the example of correspondence courses, DePew & Lettner-Rust (2009) somewhat ominously point out that “the students are merely disembodied words instructors receive in correspondence. . . . [S]tudents embody their errors” (p. 179).

Considering the mediated relationship between texts and bodies is particularly important in OWCs that embrace a constructivist pedagogy because such courses
(should) value students’ embodied knowledges. Gillam & Wooden (2013) remind us that "students are not actually disembodied just because we may never see them--but their embodied selves have become separable from the processes of learning and writing, disembodying our learning spaces if not our learners, and discouraging us all from seeing knowledge production as having a material, bodily component” (p. 29). If we want students to critically examine how their knowledge production happens, we need to encourage them to consider both their embodied processes and the mediating tools that allow them to represent that learning in the online classroom. Van Ittersum & Lawson Ching (2013) recommend encouraging students to select and shape their own digital environments within courses so they can develop a better understanding of the mediating tools that impact their composing processes and allow or impede their representations of themselves.

Limitations of Constructivism in OWCs

Although a significant body of research supports the use of constructivist pedagogies in OWC, we must examine the limitations of these models if we are to continue to refine them. Rendahl & Breuch (2013) claim that their study of FYC online writing students indicates that students did not consider peer interactions important to their learning, citing data that suggests that most students rarely or never opted to communicate with other students in a class chat room. They hypothesize a number of factors that may have led to students’ low value of peer learning. Students may have only exerted minimal effort on the peer review tasks, or perhaps they underestimated the value of those interactions. However, Rendahl & Breuch (2013) also suggest that the findings may highlight flaws in constructivist approaches to writing instruction online. Effective
social knowledge production requires a particular cultural mindset that students may or may not have been exposed to prior to their OWC. A single instructor may be limited in how much they can help students acknowledge the value of peer input rather than simply viewing their teacher as the focal knowledge-keeper in the class.

A purely social-constructivist model may also fail to account for diverse cultural factors that influence knowledge making. Advocating for a cultural studies model, technical communicators Scott, Longo, & Wills (2007) claim that social-constructivism “avoids questions about the politics of knowledge legitimation and power” (p. 12). As an example, Longo (2007) cites the work of Stephen Doheny-Farina, saying that the study does well to situate technologies in a social context but that it fails to consider cultural influences beyond the organization that impact the technologies’ uses. Although the CCCC (2013) OWI Position Statement’s primary objective is to promote accessibility and inclusivity in OWCs, their recommendation to base OWI documents on “plain language” principles may not account for the situated cultural needs of all classes. Although a robust examination of culture is outside the scope of this thesis study, future researchers should examine the cultural factors that impact social knowledge construction.

A final issue that may impede social constructivist pedagogies in OWCs is students’ disparate access to technologies prior to the course. Sherblom, Withers, & Leonard (2013) found that in computer-mediated discussions, students’ familiarity with the medium they were using to communicate was the strongest predictor of the strength of their discussions. Students who lack technology exposure prior to the course may find that the technology impedes their ability to make knowledge, whereas in another
interface, they could work productively. This suggests that our current OWC technologies are yet insufficient to allow universal access and usability.

**Setting the Stage**

Since the field still has much to learn about writing research pedagogies, co-research methodologies, and best practices for OWCs, this study sought to add to the empirical research related to these areas. In the course design described in Chapter 2, you will see the application of the writing research model and OWC principles discussed in this chapter. The structure of the study (also described in Chapter 2) draws on a co-research methodology in order to A) provide a more thorough and democratic investigation of the OWC by involving the students as researchers and B) offer greater insight into the students’ perceptions and demonstrations of their writing researcher identities. The results of these two goals are explored in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively.
CHAPTER II
STUDENTS AS RESEARCHERS: METHODOLOGY
AND METHODS

This study uses a co-research model to explore the literate activity and student uptake of writing researcher identities in an online Composition as Critical Inquiry (ENG 101) course. As discussed in the literature review, co-research is a type of participatory research that invites participants to conceive of themselves as researchers (Boylorn, 2007). The goal behind using a participatory methodology was to afford students more agency in the research process; however, the hope was also that using a co-research model specifically might encourage the students to conceive of themselves as writing researchers.

Since the course was an experimental implementation of the ENG 101 course in an online environment, the course itself served as the site of inquiry for the co-research investigation. Selecting the course as the setting for and object of our research satisfied a number of exigencies. First, the researchers (students and instructor alike) would already be familiar with the course setting. Selecting a site of inquiry outside of our course (e.g., if we were to all work together to study literate activity at the campus library or on a particular social media site) might have meant that some students were more familiar with the setting than were others. Second, our course offered a very narrow site of inquiry
while still allowing the student co-researchers to select widely divergent paths for their research to follow. A narrow site of inquiry (as opposed to broader topics like “online courses in general”) would also encourage students to take up and perform primary research methods. Third, the university’s Writing Program was already interested in collecting research on the implementation of the ENG 101 course in an online environment. Thus, the real world implications of the student co-researchers’ work could potentially extend beyond our classroom.

With these ideas in mind, two primary questions guided this research:

- Question 1: How does literate activity occur in an online Composition as Critical Inquiry course?
- Question 2: What writing research skills, knowledges, and/or identities did students take up and demonstrate as they participated in a co-research project?

I, the instructor of the course, and the student co-researchers worked together to answer the first question through a series of student-directed studies in the ENG 101 course. For the second question, I worked with a focus group of students from the course to define writing research skills and knowledges and explore the extent to which the students consciously took up writing researcher identities. I describe the specific methods for each of these components of the study in greater detail later in the chapter.

The design of this study also draws our attention to questions about the efficacy of the co-research model itself. Question 1 allows us to examine co-research as a methodology while Question 2 encourages us to evaluate its pedagogical potential.

The Course

Before exploring the specific methods used in this study, this next section offers a detailed description of the course that served as the site of inquiry for the study. I begin by offering a brief rationale for the course, discussing how it follows a Writing Research
approach to Fyc and how it employs social constructivist pedagogies in an online environment. Next, I provide details on the actual projects and procedures we used in the course.

**Rationale for the Course Design**

Based on research on genres and activity (Russell, 1995; Miller, 1984; Freedman, 1993a; Freedman, 1993b), this ENG 101 course operated on the understanding that the most transferrable skill we could teach in Fyc was not *how to write* but *how to research*.*how to write* (Downs & Wardle, 2007; Walker, 2014). To that end, this course sought to equip students with basic knowledge of genres and their development and functions within cultural-historical activity systems. Additionally, the class aimed to help students develop and/or deepen a repertoire of research strategies that would allow them to analyze, produce, and interrogate genres in specific contexts.

The course design also aligned with social-constructivist views of knowledge production (e.g., Vygotsky, yr; DePew & Lettner-Rust, 2009), while attending to both the affordances and challenges of realizing such a pedagogy in an online environment (e.g., Gillam & Wooden, 2013; Pachler & Daly, 2011; Warnock, 2009). The structure of the course sought to affirm and value students’ prior knowledges and experiences and provide avenues for students to share those knowledges with the learning community. Using collaborative features on the LMS, the students engaged one another in discussion on a regular basis. Students took part in both large group and small group activities. The small groups had the same 3-5 students throughout the semester to encourage students to develop relationships, which is often a challenge in online environments. To help students value these peer interactions, I based nearly a third of their grade on the quality
of their participation in the weekly discussions and small group activities (c.f., Warnock, 2009). By comparison, a mere 5% of their grade was dedicated to traditional comprehension assessments of assigned readings/viewings. As a bridge into understanding activity and genres, the first two weeks of the course also encouraged students to think critically about the technologically mediated nature of our course (c.f., Van Ittersum & Lawson Ching, 2013).

Course Structure

The course in was an entirely online and asynchronous section of ENG 101: Composition as Critical Inquiry. It was a 16-week required general education course worth three credit hours. Twenty-three students initially enrolled in the course, but two dropped the course early on leaving us with twenty-one students for the majority of the semester.

Two primary platforms were used to facilitate the course work: ReggieNet and GoogleDrive. ReggieNet was used for the gradebook, blogs, discussion forums, quizzes, and final project submissions. GoogleDrive housed the weekly schedule, readings, assignment descriptions, and various folders for small group activities.

In a typical week, students were expected to complete the required readings and video viewings by Tuesday at midnight and take a brief comprehension quiz over the content. By Thursday of each week, students were to submit their “primary” posts on all relevant discussion forums or small group exercises (depending on which was assigned that week). The forum discussions were open to the entire class while small group discussions/activities involved consistent groups of 3-5 students throughout the semester. On Fridays, students were to post at least two “secondary” or “response” posts per
primary post (e.g., on a week where three primary posts were assigned, students would need to post six secondary/response posts) (c.f., Warnock, 2009). All posts were graded based on quality. Students were also expected to post an uptake blog by Saturday at noon. In these blogs students reflected on how they had learned throughout the week. As the students often struggled to take up the concept of uptake (particularly early in the semester), I often provided guiding question such as the following\(^1\):

- What prior knowledge did you transfer in this week?
- What problems did you encounter as you worked this week? How did you solve them?
- What ideas or processes from this week might be useful to you in specific future situations?

As an instructor, I also participated in the discussions and small group exercises. To allow students maximum time to express and explore their own ideas and insights, I always waited until after the second round of posts to begin commenting. When possible, I made an intentional effort to affirm the comments of students’ peers to help them develop a sense of authority in their discussions and feedback. In addition to the feedback I provided on the forums / Google docs, I also sent the class a weekly 5-10 minute “check-up-date” video where I provided updates, generalized class feedback, and usually concluded with some recent anecdote from my life. I felt that these videos allowed me to assert a greater sense of presence and approachability, which was important to me because I believe that students can easily feel isolated in an online environment. The students were not required to watch these videos, but many said they did.

\(^1\) Appendix A provides a more detailed description of the Uptake Blog Assignment.
In an effort to encourage peer learning, I also promoted a “Don’t keep your eyes on your own paper” course policy. Save for final project submissions, all student assignments were posted publically (to the class), and I encouraged students to “peek” at one another’s work. I merely asked students to mention or credit any peers who influenced their ideas as a professional courtesy. While some instructors fear that such a policy might invite plagiarism, I have had no issues with this setup in any class I have taught at the college level as long as the assignments required significant individualization.

The course focused on helping students develop writing research skills. Students were introduced to uptake, genre studies, and cultural historical activity theory (CHAT)\(^2\) as guiding theories to facilitate their work. For the first six weeks, the course focused on helping students cultivate an understanding of these concepts through videos, activities, and readings, particularly readings from the *Grassroots Writing Research Journal* (*GWRJ*).

The *GWRJ* publishes original research articles about literate activity in a variety of contexts, and it considers undergraduate researchers one of its primary audiences. Although the journal served as our primary text for the course, I discussed key differences between textbooks and journals with the students during the first few weeks of the course. I asked the students to engage with the journal as researchers, encouraging them to examine the authors’ methods, question the studies, look for ways to expand on

---

\(^2\) Appendix B provides excerpts from the glossary of key terms used during the course. The glossary comes from my article in the 5.1 edition of the *Grassroots Writing Research Journal*, which the students read during week 3 of the course. This excerpt provides basic definitions for antecedent genres, CHAT, genres, and uptake.
the studies, and consider how the studies in the journal fit into or conflicted with the students’ own research interests.

Following the introductory weeks, we spent 2-3 weeks on our first major project—an exploration and production in a genre of each students’ choice. For the second major project, we spent the remaining 6-7 weeks of the semester conducting primary research investigations of how literate activity occurred in our course during the first half of the class. The project culminated with each student writing or co-authoring an article for the *GWRJ*. In the early parts of the project, students completed a genre analysis of the *GWRJ*, reviewed primary research strategies and completed CITI training on low-risk studies involving human subjects. Next, we brainstormed a list of possible research questions in a collaborative Google Doc. Each student then met individually with me (face-to-face) to select a research question that suited their interests and to discuss possible research strategies that might help them answer that question. I required students to use at least three different research strategies that may have included but were not necessarily limited to secondary research, interviews, surveys, textual analysis, and (auto)ethnography. The students then wrote out their research procedure plans along with modified informed consent documents as appropriate, which went under both instructor and peer review. Following the completion of data collection, students wrote up short research reports summarizing their methods, analysis, findings, and general experience with the process. During this time, students were also asked to view several videos on data analysis methods, including a screen capture video where I showed them examples

---

3 Students were not required to submit their articles to the journal, though some did choose to do so at the conclusion of the semester.
4 Appendix C includes the genre analysis assignment.
5 Appendix D includes the research report assignment.
of analysis techniques I had used in some of my own research experiences. For the final step in the project, students wrote (or co-wrote) an article about their research for the *GWRJ*. Peer/instructor review and revisions happened throughout the project process.

**Question 1 Methods**

To answer Question 1, my co-researchers and I used the following methods. As described in a previous section, each student completed a primary research investigation about a specific aspect of the literate activity in the course that suited their interests. To maximize the students’ opportunities to publish or present their research findings, we obtained IRB approval through batch protocol 2014-0310. The IRB also approved protocol 2014-0311 for this thesis project.

Students were informed about the research being conducted for this thesis project at the beginning of the second project in the course; however, students were not invited to participate in the research until the end of the semester. All of the students’ activities up until this point were part of their normal, required coursework. By waiting until the conclusion of the project to invite students to participate in the project, participants had better knowledge of the materials they actually produced (as opposed to asking them to participate before they had actually produced anything). Because I was the instructor of the course, I did not learn the identities of participating students until after I had submitted final grades in order to avoid the risk of coercion. Since it was possible that a non-participating student might have participated in a participating student’s in-class research project, the informed consent document contained multiple layers of consent. Students were asked to specify if they would allow each of the following types of documents to be included in the study:
• Materials they produced

• Materials produced by others that involved them as participants (e.g., interviews with them, research materials where their work was considered as a writing sample, etc.)

Because the research design invited students to be active agents in the research process, participants were also given the option of having their identities kept confidential or to be added to protocol 2014-0311 as co-principal investigators. Additionally, students were asked to specify if they were willing to be contacted for an interview at the beginning of the 2015 Spring semester. Once data was collected, identifying information from students who did not wish to be named was removed or rendered anonymous.

Even though participation did not require any additional effort on the part of the students (unless they opted to be interviewed), I was only able to recruit seven participants from the class of twenty-one students. Although I maintained good rapport with the class on the whole, the low level of participation is likely an effect of the online course environment and the timing of the recruitment. Two of the three recruitment emails were sent out during students’ exam week or during winter break. As emails, the recruitment invitations may have been easy to overlook.

To better understand the writing that happened in the course, I created an overview of the student co-researchers’ findings. I treated their final articles as scholarly literature and compiled the findings in Chapter 3 of this thesis. Following each article summary, I evaluated the affordances and limitations of the findings. At the end of the chapter, I included a synthesis of the overall findings from the co-research investigation followed by a discussion of the efficacy of co-research as a methodology.
Question 2 Methods

In January of 2015, I met with Mark Hoffman, Claire McCrery, Joe Riggs, and Samantha (“Sam”) Woods for a one-hour focus group to discuss the students’ perceived uptake of writing research skills, knowledges, and identities. Prior to the session, I reviewed informed consent documents with each participant. Beyond the usual information on the study, the consent documents also invited the participants to clarify if they wished to be added to the study as named co-researchers. All four students elected to serve as named co-researchers.

We were about a month into the Spring semester, and three of the four students (Mark, Claire, and Sam) were enrolled in Introduction to Communications, COM 110, the partner class with ENG 101. Since some time had passed since we had completed the course, I provided each group member with a copy of their final blog from the class, which asked them to reflect on their understanding of being a writing researcher. This document was intended to serve as a refresher, but most of the students did not look very closely at it.

For the first half of the session, I asked the group members to identify the knowledges and skills they considered essential to being a writing researcher. We defined knowledges as “things you know how to think about” and skills as “things you know how to do.” However, as we worked, we found that the terms were not entirely discrete since certain types of thinking are also skills, so we eventually ignored the distinction between the categories.

Although I made a distinct effort to afford the student co-researchers maximum agency in the focus group, I feel it important to include some notes here on my role in the
discussion. As the former instructor, I automatically assumed the centralized role of authority. Particularly since the students (with the exception of Claire and Sam) had never met each other in person, I played a central role in keeping the discussion flowing. I had recently re-read a lot of the students’ work, so I frequently referred to specific instances in their Grassroots articles or blogs as a means of both legitimizing their work in that space and inviting them to reflect further on what they had done. We met in a room with a whiteboard so we could record the list of skills and knowledges visually. I invited the students to write on the board, but when no one volunteered, I asked if they would prefer for me to act as the recorder instead. Throughout the discussion, I asked clarifying questions, supplied examples from my experience as both a writing researcher and an instructor, and suggested possible terms to describe the concepts students were discussing. I avoided generating my own direct contributions to our skills and knowledges list because I was more interested in seeing what the students consciously took up than checking to see if they took up what I tried to teach them. At one point, however, Mark directly asked me what I considered the most important writing research skill. I said, “Being able to identify what you don’t know,” but I asked the students to corroborate the idea with their own experiences before I added it to the list.

During the second half of the focus group, I asked students to reflect on their identity as writing researchers both during the class and at the time of the group—about two months after the class. I prefaced the question by describing an experience I had as a senior in high school. My English teacher tried to encourage my classmates and me to think of ourselves as writers, which in hindsight, might have been an effort to help us taking up writer identities. At the time, however, I remember thinking that calling myself
a “writer” seemed silly to me even though I did a great deal of writing for school, leisure (I was working on a novel at the time), and work (I wrote articles for my small town’s weekly newspaper). I told the students that, at least in my view, having a writing researcher identity was not about going around and calling themselves writing researchers; instead, I encouraged them to think of having a writing researcher identity as being a person who believed they could perform the thought processes and skills we had just listed on the board.

**Coding for Writing Researcher Skills and Knowledge**

Following the focus group, I transcribed the digital recording of the discussion and selected a set of documents from the students’ work to code using the list of terms that the students generated during the focus group. I coded a total of 65 documents, which included the students’ uptake blogs (13 – 15 entries per students), the students’ GWRJ genre analyses, the research reports, and the focus group transcription. I used the weekly blogs because they captured a series of snapshots of each students’ thinking throughout the semester. The GWRJ genre analyses and research reports were scaffolding assignments that helped the students work towards writing their GWRJ articles; as such, these assignments captured a lot of the students’ thought processes about the co-research project in particular.

As I reviewed the list of codes from the focus group session, I merged a few similar terms into single codes (e.g., SELF-ANALYSIS / INTROSPECTION). I also opted not to code for a few of the terms the students generated, namely CREATIVITY, CRITICAL THINKING, and OPEN-MINDEDNESS. These concepts were so broad that
I did not feel I could accurately or productively code for them. Figure 1 contains the original list of codes from the focus group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledges / Affect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Genres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Vocabulary (identifying what vocabulary is relevant to the topic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• CHAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Life experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Antecedent knowledge / transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Open-mindedness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Self-knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How you learn?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What you know?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Survey your resources (mental and material)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Working through roadblocks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Databases and search engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Finding information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Analyzing information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What does this data mean?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Analyzing audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Outlining / organizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Articulating what you don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Self-analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Introspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Brainstorming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Taking breaks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Critical thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to change one’s mind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Creativity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Trial and error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Time management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Comparison with other studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
During the coding process, I also generated four additional codes that the students did not name on their list. I added these codes with the following justifications:

- **OBSERVATION**: The students listed discussed self-observation / autoethnography during the focus group, so I felt that coding for third-person observation was also appropriate.

- **TECHNOLOGY AWARENESS**: The students brought up some interesting comments on the influence of non-human actors on their thinking processes, so I opted to code for their explicit discussions of technologies and tools in a broadly understood manner (e.g., not limited to digital technologies). I also thought this a relevant code since the course was online.

- **FORWARD-REACHING TRANSFER**: I added this code as a counterpoint to the student-generated code of ANTECEDENT GENRE / EXPERIENCE TRANSFER. Depending on the timing of the discussion, the distinction between backwards-reaching transfer and forward-reaching transfer was unclear.

- **INFORMAL RESEARCH**: During our conversation about writing researcher identities, I noticed the students focusing primarily on FORMAL RESEARCH contexts and practices (e.g., writing papers, speeches, etc.). When I asked them about their use of informal research in the focus group, they struggled to articulate it, so I wanted to see if this struggle was consistent with their work from the semester.

Besides the four codes listed above, I opted to work from the student-generated code list for two primary reasons. First, the student list allows us to understand better how this group of students conceptualized writing researcher identities. What the instructor wants students to take up vs. what the students actually take up may differ, and in studying issues of identity, the students’ actual uptake is probably more interesting than instructor’s desired learning outcomes. Secondly, using the student list to code the students’ work allowed me to compare the skills and knowledges the students perceived
themselves as taking up to their actual demonstrations / performances of those skills and
knowledges in the context of the course assignments.

The results and discussion of this portion of the study are detailed in chapter 4.

Meet the Researchers

Having discussed what we did in this project, I would like to take the opportunity
to talk about who did it—the participants and co-researchers themselves. Adela, Wes, and
Katie\(^6\) willingly shared their research from the course in our collective effort to answer
the first research question. Mark Hoffman, Claire McCrery, Joe Riggs and Samantha
“Sam” Woods participated in the focus group in addition to sharing their work from the
class. These four were invited—and all consented—to act as named co-researchers on the
project. Below, I share a bit about each researcher’s major, activities in the course, and
first and second course project. Although the first class project was not the primary focus
of this study, the students had such a high degree of choice on this project that I feel it
illustrates some of their writing research interests.

Adela

Adela was a freshman music major with aspirations for being a music therapist.
During the course, she frequently brought her musical interests and genre awareness to
bear on our conversations (music was an area of shared interest for many of the students
in the course). For her first course project, she created a mellophone audition video for
the Blue Stars Drum Corps. Throughout the course, she was an active participant, often
leaving more comments than were required. Adela was part of a fairly active peer small
group on Google Drive (along with Mark), which perhaps influenced her decision to

\(^6\) These three participants are listed as pseudonyms.
study the differences in communications on ReggieNet and Google Drive for her second major project.

**Wes**

As a freshman nursing major, Wes was assigned to the small group that I called the “So you’re going into medicine” group. He along with a few others from his group opted to create medical treatment plans for their first project. Wes was a constructive peer reviewer, and as his research (an investigation on what led to quality peer review in our course) illustrates, he found the peer review experience very productive in the course. I frequently referred other students to Wes’s work as an example when they seemed to be struggling on a particular assignment. He was particularly adept at articulating his uptake throughout the course. At the conclusion of the course, Wes reported that he did submit his *Grassroots* article to the journal for possible publication.

**Katie**

A freshman fashion major, Katie created a fashion blog entry for her first project. Like Wes, Katie was particularly adept at articulating her own uptake, and I frequently referred other students to her blog as an example of what uptake-type conversations looked like. Katie’s execution of her genre productions was not always on target, but for the most part, she was able to articulate the areas of mis-match between genre conventions and her product. For her second project, Katie examined how our online course allowed students to represent themselves differently than did face-to-face courses.

**Claire**

Claire started out the course as a psychology major, but told me during the focus group that she was switching her major to business. Though she initially struggled to
identify a focus for her first class project, she ultimately created a how-to guide on instructibles.com for playing the major chords on a piano. Since this was one of the most public projects in the class, Claire was able to reflect on the audience reactions of real-world users who commented on her instruction guide. Claire kept a detailed uptake blog, frequently noting how the new information in the class differed from the content and systems she had used in high school. Claire partnered with Sam on her second project to explore how/why introverted students felt more comfortable in the online course.

**Joe**

An aspiring dentist, Joe was with Wes in the “So you want to go into medicine” group. As with Wes and Katie, I frequently referred other students to Joe’s work as a positive example. Joe faced some challenges as he created his first project—an online advice column—but he adeptly articulated the ways that his process in producing the blog did not conform to typical genre conventions. Like Wes, Joe was also a very helpful peer reviewer (which, perhaps, contributed to the positive environment that helped Wes develop his article). I strongly encouraged Joe to submit his *Grassroots* article at the end of the semester, and he let me know that he did so.

**Mark**

One of the two “non-traditional” students in the course, Mark was a part-time student in his 30s with three children. Although he had not yet declared a major, he was leaning towards journalism. Mark took to the concept of uptake very quickly, which we discussed might have been because he so frequently sees his children engaging in the learning process in his everyday experience. For his first class project, Mark chose to write a letter to his deceased father. One thing that particularly impressed me about this
The project was how he ably and critically articulated the different audiences that might interact with his production. Mark was by far one of the most active participants in the course, leaving plenty of constructive and encouraging feedback for his peers. For his second project, Mark tried to study our class’s uptake of uptake. While his process materials such as the Research Reports were very thorough and demonstrated strong analytical skills, his final article missed the mark, which he adeptly identified and discussed in his Genre Analysis.

**Sam**

A freshman psychology major, Sam was in the same small group as Katie and Claire. For her first project, Sam created a YouTube guitar demo of a popular song that was very genre-appropriate. Sam’s uptake blogs were not usually very lengthy, and while there was no specific length requirement, she did not always achieve a robust level of detail in that space. In contrast, her genre analyses were fairly articulate, and I found her contributions in the focus group particularly insightful. As I mentioned above, Sam worked with Claire on project 2. I offered to allow any of the students in the course to work together, but Sam and Claire were the only two that ultimately decided to do so. The two expressed that this project was one of the most successful and positive collaborative endeavors that they had ever undertaken.

**Myself**

As this is a co-research project, I feel it appropriate to identify my subjectivities and positions in the project as well. I taught this course in my fourth year of teaching, but it was my first time teaching an online course. I had studied online instruction intently in preparation for the course, but still managed to make some nice “rookie” online instructor
mistakes. Although I thought the setup for the course was positive for the students overall, the workload it created for me (creating multiple videos a week, commenting on every assignment, etc.) probably would not have been sustainable for multiple semesters. During project 2, which was the focus for this study, I attempted to position myself as a mentor or facilitator during the research process, empowering students to make decisions, but also helping them work through challenges as they arose. I was also a participant in some of the student studies, particularly surveys that they sent out to the whole class.

In chapter 3 of this thesis study, I explore our class’s answers to the first research question: How did literate activity occur in our online ENG 101 course? I present summaries of each student’s work, put their work in conversation with other scholarship in the field, and discuss the affordances and limitations of their work. In the process of compiling that chapter, my positions as an instructor, researcher, and participant in the study were intertwined. My position(s) certainly afforded me more voice and a greater level of agency in this particular space; however, I would contend that those students (such as Wes and Joe) who opted to submit their work to the GWRJ took up formal/public researcher agencies of their own beyond the course.

In chapter 4, I describe the results of the focus group and coded analysis. Again, I invited my co-researchers to co-construct an understanding of what our research should focus on, but my position in the group still informed the process—perhaps for better and for worse. On the one hand, students might have been more comfortable expressing views that differed from mine had a disinterested researcher conducted the focus group; however, my teacher-student relationship with the co-researchers also meant that I was
able to draw on my shared experiences with the students as we co-constructed our understanding of the course.

For me, one of the greatest challenges of implementing a co-research methodology was my inability to realize a more egalitarian relationship with my co-researchers. The intrinsic power structures make a completely decentralized research approach unattainable. However, one of my greatest goals throughout the project was to position myself as a learner. As an instructor, I believed that I had things I could teach the students, but as a learner, I believed the students had things they could teach me.

**Concluding Thoughts**

With its emphasis on encouraging participants to conceive of themselves as researchers, the co-research model served as both a guiding methodology and a pedagogical tool in this study. Chapter 3 presents findings from the investigation my co-researchers and I did together during the course, while Chapter 4 draws on my collaborations with Sam, Claire, Joe, and Mark beyond the course. In addition to answering the two central research questions in this study, both Chapters 3 and 4 provide something of a meta-analysis of the research process itself, which allows us to explore the efficacy of co-research as a methodology and pedagogical tool.
CHAPTER III
WHAT WE LEARNED ABOUT OUR CLASS TOGETHER:
CO-RESEARCH AS METHODOLOGY

This chapter provides results and discussion related to the first research question: *How does literate activity occur in an online Composition as Critical Inquiry Course?* To answer this question, each student in my ENG 101 course selected his or her own research question that fit under the umbrella of the larger question we were trying to answer together. They then designed and carried out research projects using a variety of empirical and textual methods. At the conclusion of their projects, each student (or pair of students in one case) wrote an article about their study for the *Grassroots Writing Research Journal (GWRJ)*. These articles gave students the opportunity to share their research findings if they wanted to do so. Though students were not required to submit their work to the journal, some did choose to do so, and at the time of writing this, they are involved in the review process.

This study employed a co-research methodology (the instructor researching with the student researchers) for two primary reasons. First, working with student researchers invites a different set of eyes to weigh in on problems that concern both the field of English Studies and the students themselves. The student researchers operate from different subject positions than “traditional” researchers and thus might offer us new ideas from their unique perspectives. Secondly, the co-research model may afford
students greater agency in the research process than they might have as mere participants. Co-research specifically invites participants to conceive of themselves as researchers, offering them the opportunities to define questions, select methods, present and take ownership of the work.

Throughout this chapter, we explore the extent to which we did and did not realize the goals of the co-research methodology. The first portion of the chapter presents summaries of six student studies, each followed by a brief discussion of the affordances and limitations of the study in answering our class’s shared research question: How did literate activity occur in our online ENG 101 course? The last portion of the chapter includes a discussion of the affordances and limitations of the co-research methodologies that this study made apparent.

**Adela’s** Study: “How Were Our Discussions Different on Google Drive vs. ReggieNet?”

Adela’s study explores how discussions on the two platforms we used in the class—Google Drive and ReggieNet—went differently. Citing one of our class definitions of genre, “a text that makes an activity possible or impossible,” she characterizes Google Drive and ReggieNet as the “genres” that made our class possible. For one part of her study, she surveyed her classmates on their preferences between the two platforms. The survey asked participants to rank each platform on a scale of 1 (worst) to 5 (best) based on how well each participant felt the platform facilitated the following functions: communication, saving/submitting work, and “technical things (not crashing

---

7 Students who opted to join the project as co-researchers are identified by name, while those who preferred to keep their identities anonymous were assigned pseudonyms.

8 The quoted material in the section headers are the titles the students gave their articles.
and shutting down).” The survey also asked participants two open-ended questions about the features they found most inconvenient about each platform and whether they had comments on any other aspect of each platform.

Based on her survey, Adela found that the class preferred Google Drive to ReggieNet but found that ReggieNet was better for certain functions like private communications between individuals. She briefly characterized the different features of each site as actors and suggested that many actors work together to make the internet.

In addition to the survey, Adela analyzed her own engagement in discussions on the two platforms. She noted that grading influenced her level of participation and described a different level of intimacy in the conversations on Google Drive vs. ReggieNet:

I think our small groups in Google Drive somewhat forced us to communicate more comfortably because we’ve been assigned to the same small groups for the whole semester, and ReggieNet is more of a free-for-all . . . and it wasn’t restricted to 3 or 4 people in our small group activities.

Adela ultimately concludes that the class seemed to have a preference for Google Drive over ReggieNet even though she felt her participants failed to clearly articulate why they liked one over the other. She suggests that one possibility was that the other students, like her, had experienced automated time-outs on ReggieNet that caused them to lose work. In contrast, Google Drive auto-saved their work.

**Reflecting on Adela’s Study**

Adela’s study offers us access to her felt experience of interacting with the two platforms that facilitated much of our literate activity in the class. Having a preference for Google Drive over ReggieNet myself, I was intrigued by Adela’s conclusion that the
preference was more a matter of disposition than a weighing of the platforms’ actual features. Adela’s research also accessed accounts of experiences with the platforms that I was not aware of (e.g., time-outs causing lost work).

I am torn in deciding whether or not I agree with Adela’s characterization of Google Drive and ReggieNet as genres. She explains how the platforms fit our class definition of genre in that they facilitate activities; however, I also emphasized throughout the course that a genre must be a text. We broadly defined text as “something we use to make meaning.” Google Drive and ReggieNet housed our course texts and dialogs, but to what extent did they participate in helping us make meaning? Where is the distinction between text and context? Genre and activity system?

Along with its insights, Adela’s study does involve certain limitations. We see evidence that she is a novice researcher in her choice of survey questions and in the limited depth of her analysis overall. Though she set out to analyze the differences in discussions between the two platforms, her ultimate product told us more about student preferences for the two platforms than how writing actually happened on those sites.

However, these student preferences do offer us an interesting insight about literate activity as it is facilitated by LMSs. Students’ dispositions towards the LMS may be shaped by factors other than functionality. Further research might explore what design factors can make an online classroom environment not only functional but comfortable for learners. In developing a critical awareness of the LMSs, Adela enacts Van Ittersum & Lawson Ching’s (2013) recommendation that students do more than passively accept their online classroom environments.
Wes’s Study: “Where Would This Article Be without Peer-Evaluation?”

Since the course involved heavy levels of peer interaction and review, Wes opted to focus his research on how peer review facilitated better writing in the course. He begins his article by discussing how peer interaction helped him better understand CHAT9 and then went on to say that CHAT sub-concepts like socialization helped him better understand peer review. The multiple perspectives that go into peer review lead to a well-rounded product. Texts can also be described as social because writers derive inspiration from interactions with the social world.

Wes claims that peer evaluation as a genre facilitated multiple activities in the class. It both helped the writer improve and helped the peer reviewer deepen his or her own understanding of the concepts. Wes writes, “If someone can read a text, analyze what the person is trying to explain, and find what needs to be improved that is just as beneficial as reading a book and taking a test” (Wes, p. 3).

Wes supports his claims about peer review with secondary research. He also used his article as an experiment in peer review. The second half of his article shows excerpts from an earlier draft of his piece along with the peer comments he received. He breaks down each section and explains how the peer feedback led to specific revisions. Specific revisions included decisions to break up paragraphs, adding a more explicit discussion of CHAT, supplementing his ideas with specific examples from the class’s activities, and explaining some of our class projects more clearly for audiences outside the class.

________________________________________

9An excerpt of the document we used to define CHAT and other terms in the class is included in Appendix B.
Reflecting on Wes’s Study

Since Wes plans to go into nursing, he focused his first semester project on researching and developing a treatment plan. After his first draft, I recommended he interview a nurse to get a better sense of how the genre functioned. Wes later reflected that interviewing someone who has direct experience with the genre in its activity system was some of the most valuable research he did. I feel similar about Wes’s research on peer review. As a teacher researcher, I might have been able to examine the student documents and draw some conclusions about the effectiveness of peer review in the course, but Wes’s study offers a deeper student perspective on how this literate activity occurred. As one who both performed and received peer review in the course, Wes’s perspective will be inherently different than mine.

In a way, Wes’s study was useful feedback for me as an instructor to know that the setup of the course was effective (at least for some learners). Many class genres encourage students to reiterate what their instructor has said in hopes that the instructor will view their work positively and give them a good grade. Wes’s decision to focus on the successes of peer review in the course suggests that he really did internalize the benefit of collaboration in the writing process. He writes, “Writing is something that is never done alone even though it may seem like it. . . . More than likely, something that you write is inspired by another prior text that you have seen or read” (Wes, p. 2).

Wes also reports on an important position shift that happened in our course because of our consistent peer review practices. He writes, “Many times in my blog posts, I mentioned my peers because they were a major part of how I learned!” (Wes, p. 5). At least from We’s perspective, peer review allowed the students to take on a more
authoritative teacher or researcher role. Wes credited his peers in his blogs in much the same way that a researcher might credit the other researchers who informed a particular idea.

Wes’s entrenched researcher position is also somewhat of a disadvantage. While he describes getting a lot out of peer review, I do not feel that this was the experience of all students in the course. Much like a case study, Wes’s research offers us a deep look at one incident but does not necessarily offer universal take-aways for implementing strong peer review in other contexts. Even as a single example, though, Wes offers an insightful counter-narrative to Rendahl & Breuch’s (2013) claims that students do not value peer interaction in OWCs.

Katie’s Study: “Underlying Identity: Online vs. Face to Face Classes”

Since the GWRJ allows for some deliberate deviations from the traditional academic article form, Katie opted to present her research as a fictional story about Leroy, a shy lion who opts to enroll in an online class and examine how he represents his identity online vs. in a face to face (F2F) environment.

Leroy observes that he feels more comfortable in an online environment because he is able to remain relatively anonymous. He also showed higher levels of participation online than in a F2F environment. Later, he chooses to deepen his knowledge of these phenomena by interviewing some lions in a F2F class. The narrator suggests that the lions Leroy interviewed had more dominant personalities whereas Leroy was fairly shy. The lions in the F2F classes claimed that they enjoyed the F2F environment and felt that they were able to express their identities through clothing, conversations, and participation in class activities.
Leroy then conducted a more thorough auto-ethnography of his activities in the online course. He examined his own coursework, his profile, peer comments, and other documents that allowed him to see how he was able to express his identity online. Leroy determined that the online course better allowed him to choose how he represented himself. He was able to display his personality through his profile, use of humor, and topic choices on projects.

Leroy then opted to branch out further and examine the profiles and introductory blogs of a few of his classmates. He noticed that some of the students described themselves thoroughly while others did not. Some included profile pictures, some did not, and still others included profile pictures with multiple people, making it difficult for other participants in the course to know which person in the picture was the student. Leroy also noticed variations in how different students used styles, fonts, headings, bullets, etc. to convey their personalities or sense of organization in their blogs:

Next, [Leroy] looked into their blogs. These especially showed who people were. Some people added a little more detail than others. You can tell that even by the way some people set things up that their personalities show a little bit. Some people like to write using cute fonts and organize using bold headings or bullet points. This would probably stand out as an organized and creative type of person. Also, you can tell who puts more time into their work than others. Some people write a lot and go into major detail while other people just write in a sentence or two to get their points across.

Even from subtle font choices, Leroy was able to determine a lot about the other students in the class.

**Reflecting on Katie’s Study**

Katie’s decision to take on a pseudo personality (Leroy) to represent her research echoes her conclusions about the comfortable anonymity in the course. Katie seems to
conclude that online courses allow some students to better control their self-
representation. In an earlier draft of the article, Katie concluded that students’
 thoroughness in their profiles and their use of styles/typefaces allowed others to
determine how seriously each student took the course. In my comments to her, I
recommended that this might not really be the case. However, Katie’s research
emphasizes that, at the very least, teachers and students develop different perceptions of
personality and identity based on a user’s style/typeface choices. This is perhaps the
online equivalent of the research that suggests that teachers assign grades based on
neatness in handwritten documents. Katie points out that, much like DePew & Lettner-
Rust (2009) suggest, students embody their errors in distance learning interfaces. Without
their actual physical selves present, participants in the course make judgments about one
another based on subtle factors in their metonymous self-representations.

Katie’s thoughts on how style/typeface choices informed her perception of others
is perhaps what stood out to me the most in her study. While DePew & Lettner-Rust
(2009) emphasize how these sorts of decisions inform teacher perceptions of students,
Katie demonstrates that students are also judged by other students. This is significant
because, as Wes’s study demonstrates, students in online classes do have some power and
authority. We are often attentive to helping teachers become aware of their inadvertent
perceptions of students, but to what extent do we strive to help students understand how
they are perceiving one another?

As Katie felt comfortable in the online environment, her research does not always
account for the experiences of students who did not feel comfortable in the class. While
an online class may indeed afford some students greater control over their self-
representation, not all students are equally skilled in this activity. As Sherblom, Withers, & Leonard (2013) point out, students’ diverse technological literacies prior to the course have a significant impact on their abilities to represent themselves in the OWC. When I met with the students one-on-one face-to-face midway through the semester, many of the personalities that showed up in my office were a mis-match from the people I thought I had met online. Clearly, not all the students were equally adept at representing themselves in our mediated class environment.

Claire and Sam’s Study: “Being an Introvert in an Online Class”

Claire and Sam begin their article by explaining the early part of their collaboration. When they selected research questions, I saw that they had similar interests and recommended that they work together in some capacity. (I offered to let any of the students in the course work together, but Sam and Claire were the only ones who opted to go this route). Both psychology majors, Sam and Claire describe how they wondered if social anxiety, which they suggest is common among young adults, might make online classes more comfortable for some. They were especially interested in seeing if introverts were better able to express themselves online. As they were both introverts, they opted to interview one another.

They also used an autoethnographic approach, analyzing their own work from the class and comparing it to their experiences in F2F classes. They found that they tended to go into greater detail when introducing themselves online vs. in F2F environments. They claimed they experienced less anxiety about peer perceptions in part because they had more time to think about what they were going to say about themselves compared to on-the-spot icebreakers in F2F classes. They hypothesize that because students often come
into online classes with social media experience, they may transfer in these experiences when trying to represent themselves online.

Sam and Claire conclude the article by exploring the differences of online and F2F courses through some of the lenses of CHAT:

- Ecology: Online classes allow students to choose their own most comfortable space. The classes also allow for non-voiced interactions with peers.
- Reception: Students in online classes are more comfortable giving negative feedback to peers. Doing this in person is more difficult.
- Representation: Students in online classes may find it easier to represent their personalities and opinions. Sam and Claire suggest that this is especially true when students have opinions that differ from those of the majority.
- Socialization: Sam and Claire suggest that doing peer review in online courses is easier because students do not have to get to know one another first.

Reflecting on Sam and Claire’s Study

As in Katie’s research, Sam and Claire touch on the theme of having greater control over self-representation in the online environment. They focus heavily on the affective factors that make the online environment ideal for some learners, but also mention time and space as important aspects of the online ecology, which Warnock (2009) agrees are positive characteristics of OWCs. One of the challenges of online writing research is understanding how the off-screen activities inform the on-screen activities (c.f., Gillam & Wooden, 2013). Sam and Claire offer a brief glimpse at the embodied experiences of learners in this course. I was also intrigued by their mention of social media as an antecedent genre/activity that informs students’ behavior in an online
class. As this course was both “online” and a “class,” I suspect that the teacher and learners alike probably transferred in their knowledge and expectations from antecedent online environments and F2F classes. Andrews & Varenne (2011) suggest that this is the case, and Sam and Claire’s study points out that some students are conscious of this transfer happening. To be honest, my transfer of practices from antecedent online spaces to the course was not something I was consciously aware of, so Sam and Claire’s study made me think more about my own subconscious uptake.

As with Katie’s research, Claire and Sam’s article offers a somewhat narrow perspective. Neither Katie nor Sam and Claire interviewed students who described themselves as more extroverted to test whether the affordances of online courses were limited to introverts or students with particular personalities.

**Mark’s Study: “Are We Aware?”**

Mark set out to explore how uptake is articulated. He defines uptake as “how we absorb experiences and understand them or how we go about processing information until it makes sense to us, if ever.” (Mark, p. 1). He suggests that research can prepare us to take up new experiences but that some uptake happens subconsciously.

Referring to a class video on uptake, Mark suggests that practicing awareness leads to better awareness. He traces how my decision as an instructor to assign a YouTube video in an online class demonstrates uptake and an awareness of context.

Mark used autoethnography to analyze his own uptake. He reflected on his own thought process and reviewed his documents from the course. He says he took up the concept of uptake easily, in part because he has three children, and he observes them taking up new experiences all the time. He gives the example of showing his kids a
typewriter for the first time and talks about how the kids immediately connected the typewriter to their antecedent knowledge of computers and printers.

Mark concludes that uptake is always going on, but uptake awareness is what really makes the difference.

**Reflecting on Mark’s Study**

Mark’s article underwent major revisions from draft to draft, and he wrote in his reflection documents that he felt that the research never quite came together as he had hoped. I agreed with his self-assessment; the final article had interesting ideas, but it was somewhat unfocused.

That said, though, I feel that Mark’s insights in the article and throughout the semester informed *my* uptake of uptake. Mark frequently described the sensory experiences and emotions that contribute to uptake. His alternate perspectives helped me understand that learning is as much a physical and felt process as it is a mental and logical process. Gillam & Wooden (2013) support this view of embodied knowledge production. I tend to think of myself as more of a “thinker” than a “feeler,” but my interactions with Mark have helped me understand that these false dichotomies that we set up can inhibit us from capitalizing on both the conscious and subconscious uptake we are practicing. He writes, “Being aware leads to greater awareness and greater awareness leads to being more aware.” As I would paraphrase this, the more we can become aware of our conscious and subconscious uptake processes, the more we can intentionally activate these processes in new situations.
Joe’s Study: “How to Hit a Home Run in Uptake”

Joe analyzed his uptake blogs from the course to determine how his use of baseball metaphors informed his uptake. The article itself uses baseball metaphors throughout to explain uptake. He explains how in week 4 of the class, he used a baseball metaphor to explain the “history” aspect of CHAT and that using the metaphor also helped him understand uptake. He goes on to say, “Every pitch a pitcher throws, they are transferring in knowledge from previous pitches, innings, and even games” (Joe, p. 4).

In addition to analyzing his own work, Joe interviewed a classmate (Wes) about how the baseball metaphors helped facilitate Wes’s uptake. Wes brought up that although the metaphors were helpful to him, metaphors may not be the uptake method of choice for everyone. Others have different learning styles. Joe takes up this idea and discusses how uptake is both a matter of timing and individual preference. Effective uptake requires knowledge of both personal learning methods and the appropriate environments where those methods will be effective: “If you use your learning method at the wrong time, it won’t necessarily be pretty to watch” (Joe, p. 5).

Joe talks about hitting an uptake “grand slam,” where picking up one concept helps you pick up several concepts at once. In social situations, sharing your uptake may help others pick up new concepts as well. He suggests that after experiencing success, people need to look back at the steps that led them to that success so they can see if the techniques can be used elsewhere. Joe concludes the article by recommending that readers practice autoethnography to determine which learning strategies work best for them.
Reflecting on Joe’s Study

When I met with Joe to discuss his research interests, I brought up that others had mentioned his baseball metaphors in their blog entries as something that facilitated their uptake. So, I “pitched” him the idea of exploring how he used metaphors in the class, and I felt he knocked it out of the park. Joe’s uptake of uptake helped facilitate my uptake of uptake. Joe’s exploration of metaphors as an uptake strategy helped me realize that I was also using metaphors as both an uptake strategy and a teaching device. Both Joe and Wes used metaphors in their blogs to explore abstract ideas. Wes in particular used hypothetical stories to explain new concepts.

I was also intrigued by Joe’s recommendation that individuals who are new to uptake use autoethnography to determine which uptake strategies work best for them. This seems very similar to Mark’s notion that the more we become aware of our uptake the more we will be able to use it. I have actually already actively incorporated these ideas into my own research on uptake. In preparation for a workshop I co-led at the Conference on College Composition and Communication, I mentioned Joe’s and Mark’s findings with my co-facilitators as we discussed ways to efficiently convey the concept of uptake to our workshop attendees.

Synthesis of Our Findings

Despite only having seven participants / co-researchers, the above materials are a fairly representative sampling of the investigations that the class as a whole undertook. Several of the researchers not represented here explored similar topics. So, how did literate activity happen in our online ENG 101 course? This section synthesizes what my co-researchers and I found out.
The Online Platforms Facilitated (Some of) Our Activities

As Adela’s study suggests, our two platforms—Google Drive and ReggieNet—played a fairly major role in our interactions. The structure of each platform changed the ways we interacted with one another in each space much the same way that a different arrangement of seats in a F2F classroom might alter interactions in that space. Our learning platforms were important actors in our activities, making it possible for us to read the same materials, hold conversations, submit and grade assignments, and much more. At times, they also inhibited activities. Adela offered the example of ReggieNet timing out and losing her work. Other students experienced difficulty submitting assignments. I personally found that both systems sent me so many automated email notifications that I sometimes missed actual emails that students or others sent me.

Despite the attention we dedicated to our virtual environments, we had very little discussion about our diverse physical environments or bodies. We did not demonstrate a strong awareness of our physical, embodied experiences (though the emphasis on sensory learning in Mark’s study might be one exception). Though we all “did class” in disparate locations, we did not discuss much about how those material ecologies played a part in our knowledge construction processes.

We Got a Lot out of Interacting with Our Peers

Though not directly in his study, Wes mentioned to me at one point in the semester that although my comments on students’ work were helpful, the students were getting plenty of constructive feedback without my help. Wes’s project represented one of several studies in the class that tried to tap into the question “Why were my interactions with these complete strangers so constructive?” We identified a number of
factors that may have made this phenomenon happen. As Adela mentioned, our small groups on Google Drive encouraged comfortable communication. The consistent groups throughout the semester may have allowed the class to establish stronger connections with at least a few students in the class. Sam and Claire pointed out that having more time to formulate responses allowed for greater depth and control over what we said. Wes and Joe’s interactions also demonstrate that students’ alternate explanations of concepts sometimes helped facilitate uptake more than the instructor’s explanations.

**We Had to Figure out How to Represent Ourselves Online**

Katie’s and Sam and Claire’s studies demonstrate that we were interested in how we go about “being ourselves” online. As both of these studies showed, the online environment actually made self-representation easier for some students than the F2F classroom. Some students valued the control the online environment gave them over their self-representation. However, as Katie’s analysis of typefaces and styles suggests, we may not have always been completely aware of how our choices impacted the way that others in the course “read” us. Students’ varying e-literacy skills may have impacted their ability to represent themselves online. As Sam and Claire point out, for example, those who drew on antecedent knowledge of online social networking might have been more successful at representing themselves in the online space than others.

**We Both Struggled to Take up Uptake and Found it Fascinating**

Though not directly related to our online environment, uptake was a source of interest for us in the class. Many students expressed difficulty understanding and articulating uptake. For example, Joe, despite his articulate discussion of uptake in his final project, talks about how it was several weeks into the course before he felt he
grasped what uptake was. On the other hand, Mark reports (and I agree) that he took up uptake quite quickly. As both Wes’s and Joe’s studies demonstrate, peer interactions played a big role in helping the class take up uptake (as well as other concepts). Wes, Joe, and Mark also all used stories and metaphors as an uptake strategy.

**Reflecting on Co-Research as Methodology**

The above findings offer some answers to the first research question in this study:

> How did literate activity occur in our online Composition as Critical Inquiry Course?

However, this study and its results may also shed light on the efficacy of student co-research as a methodology. All methodologies have strengths and weaknesses, so this final discussion delineates some of the affordances and limitations that we encountered using co-research in this study. Note that this section does not attempt to detail the pedagogical implications of this research, as that will be covered in Chapter Four.

**Affordances**

One of the primary affordances of co-research as a methodology was that we were able to examine a wider range of activities in the course. The research activity itself requires time as well as physical and mental resources. By distributing the work amongst multiple researchers, we are physically/mentally able to conduct more exhaustive research in a limited amount of time. Our diverse interests also led to wider investigations because the co-researchers pursued topics that may not have initially caught the attention of their peers or their instructor. On a very basic level, I think it important to note that I learned new things from my students. They had insights I would not have had or shed new light on concepts I thought I already understood.
The subject position of the co-researchers as students was also helpful. First, as nascent researchers, they were not yet socialized into all the language, perspectives, and norms that dictate the activities and thought processes of professional researchers. In other words, not having an ingrained sense of what they are “supposed to do” actually allowed for more creative approaches. The co-researchers also saw the course from a different angle because their student role demanded that they perform different activities. As the instructor, some of my course activities included creating schedules, generating assignments, and evaluating students’ work. The co-researchers’ primary activities included completing assignments and commenting on peers’ work. The activities that the students and I performed were quite different, so involving student perspectives on those activities allowed for a more holistic examination.

**Limitations**

Along with its affordances, the co-research methodology also involved limitations. While I believe it would be inaccurate to characterize the students as “new” researchers (as this would flagrantly dismiss any value in their past experiences), it may be appropriate to say that they are non-professional researchers. As such, the students understandably did not always achieve the level of analytical depth one would expect from a professional’s research. Their work, therefore, may not quite satisfy all the same functions as traditional research article genres.

In large part, the students’ articles differed from those of professional researchers because the *activities* they carried out in their research processes differed from those of professional researchers. In the students’ surveys and interviews, for example, their questions were not always appropriately structured to elicit detailed responses.
Frequently, they asked questions that did not even relate directly to their central research question. Likewise, in their actual articles, they tended to focus on their own perspectives of the course. While their subject positions allowed them to report some valuable ideas, they sometimes failed to account for the fact that their experience was not the same as everyone else’s experience in the course—let alone the experiences of those outside the course.

Meyer & Land (2005) discuss the process of becoming a professional in a particular social group (e.g., physicists, teachers, etc.) through the acquisition of threshold concepts. Belonging to a particular social group (researchers in this case) requires members to grasp key fundamental concepts that Meyer and Land describe as both transformative and irreversible, meaning that once people acquire them, they become slightly ontologically different people. They are incapable of seeing things the same way they did before they internalized the threshold concept. I would argue that while the students in my class were certainly in what Meyer & Land (2005) call the “liminal” spaces where they are able to explore the threshold concepts, the students have not yet fully traversed the important thresholds that one crosses in becoming a professional researcher.

Many of the additional limitations of the methodology came from our positioning the research in the context of a course. Since completing the research project was part of the students’ grade, they did not have a high degree of choice about whether or not to do the research (although the decision to have their work represented in this study was, of course, optional). The framing question for the project, How did literate activity occur in our online Composition as Critical Inquiry course, was set up to be quite broad, but it
still drew fairly strict boundaries around what research questions the students were able to generate. Ultimately, the automatic power structure in the course with the teacher as the lead investigator meant that the students could never be fully “equal” researchers. As teachers, we can distribute agency as much as we want, but we are still the ones doing the distributing. These limitations do not necessarily invalidate findings from student co-research. Even professional researchers are subject to parameters and limitations to their investigative freedom. These limitations simply mean that although co-research as a methodology theorizes a democratic process with truly distributed agency, actualizing this goal may be difficult if not impossible in the actual implementation.

Whether or not the co-research model truly allowed the students to identify themselves as researchers has pedagogical implications in addition to methodological ones. Chapter 4 explores whether and how the students took up writing researcher identities as they completed the study described in chapter 3.
CHAPTER IV
BECOMING WRITING RESEARCHERS:
CO-RESEARCH AS PEDAGOGY

This chapter provides results and discussion related to the second research question: *What writing research skills, knowledges, and identities did the students take up and demonstrate as they participated in a co-research project?* To answer this question, I held a focus group with four student co-researchers from the class about two months after the class ended. We were a month into the spring term, and three of the four students were enrolled in Introduction to Communications (COM 110), which is usually sequenced in the opposite semester as ENG 101 in the general education curriculum. In the focus group, I invited the students to generate a list of the skills and knowledges they felt were essential to being a writing researcher, and then we discussed the students’ uptake of writing researcher identities.

Following the focus group, I coded selections of the students’ work from ENG 101 using the terms we generated in the focus group as nodes. I coded each student’s Uptake Blog\(^\text{10}\) (13-15 entries each), *GWRJ* Genre Analysis, and Research Reports. The blogs allow us to trace the students’ thinking throughout the semester while the *GWRJ* Genre Analysis and Research Reports show us deeper analysis and thinking related to the co-research study itself.

\(^{10}\) See Appendix A for a description of the Uptake Blog assignment. Appendix C includes the Genre Analysis Assignment, and Appendix D includes the Research Reports assignment.
I selected these methods for this portion of the study for a few reasons. First, I wanted to continue to extend agency to the students as co-researchers in the process because I valued their insights. Although this portion of the study did not give the students the opportunity to define their own research questions or select methods for the investigation, it at least gave them a voice in defining what we should be looking for. Secondly, allowing the students to generate the nodes for the textual analysis allowed me to focus on the skills and knowledges that the students consciously took up. While I could have coded their work in-vivo or against the learning outcomes I set at the beginning of the semester, I wanted to consider those skills and knowledges that the students themselves deemed valuable enough to mention. Finally, using both a focus group and an analysis of students’ work allowed me to ground the data to see if the students actually demonstrated the skills and knowledges they claimed they took up.

This chapter begins with an exploration of the skills and knowledges that the students took up and demonstrated during ENG 101. As I discussed in the methods chapter, the student co-researchers and I eventually determined that the distinction between “skill” and “knowledge” was not always clear. Thus, this section highlights the various skills, knowledges, strategies, and competencies that the students consciously took up and performed during and, in some cases, after the class. The primary categories of codes include awareness of genres and contexts, research methods, and self-knowledge. It is important to note, of course, that this list of skills and knowledges is neither exhaustive nor representative of every student’s experience. Even within our focus group, one student may have taken up a particular skill while another did not. The evidence provided in this section supports the fact that these skills and knowledges were
exercised in the course, but I do not mean to assert that every student took up every concept.

The last portion of the chapter focuses on students’ perceived uptake of writing researcher identities. As is evident in the types of skills and knowledges that the students emphasized in the focus group, the identities they took up were primarily formal or academic. However, they did express an awareness of dormant writing research skills that they might be able to activate if the need arose.

One final note prior to diving into the results: I found the timing of the focus group very relevant when processing the results. Kill (2006) discusses the concept of uptake memory, which roughly defined, suggests that students’ past and present experiences inform what they take up, how they take it up, and how they remember taking it up. As I mentioned before, three of the four students were a month into their COM 110 course. For the sake of better understanding uptake, I note throughout this chapter places where I thought the skills, knowledges, or values that the students mentioned may have been intertwined with or influenced by experiences in other situations besides ENG 101.

**Awareness of Genres and Contexts**

The first major knowledge / skillset relates to productive awareness of genres and the contexts where those genres participate. In the focus group, the students generated the codes GENRE, CHAT, and AUDIENCE AWARENESS, and I later added the code TECHNOLOGY AWARENESS (see chapter 2 for rationale behind the addition of this code). In Downs & Wardle’s (2007) discussion of a writing studies approach, they suggest that FYC should teach students about the content and research of our field (much
like a general education biology class) rather than treating writing skills as a service to other fields. Thus, this first section, deals with students’ uptake of those key concepts to writing studies.

**Genre awareness**

In the focus group, the students briefly discussed developing writing researcher identities when they started practicing genre research in the first class project. When coding their work for evidence of genre awareness throughout the semester, the students demonstrated the ability to identify genre conventions, analyze genres through research, and perform genres.

The Genre Analysis assignments regularly asked students to break down the elements or “conventions” that make up particular genres. Figure 2 shows just a portion of Joe’s discussion of the conventions of the Grassroots journal. Beyond this list, Joe also explained which of the conventions fit into a “prototypical” Grassroots article vs. which conventions might push the boundaries of what qualified as an article. The blog quote from Claire in Figure 2 shows how genre awareness helped Claire develop a nuanced understanding of grammatical conventions from genre to genre. Rather than applying the same standard grammar in all contexts, Claire recognized the need to let genre conventions and audience preferences dictate her grammatical choices.
Paper
Black printed text
Articles typed up by multiple authors
Usually includes some type of bold headings to show different points in articles
Special titles and short previews about the article
Has a short write up about the author of each article
Includes all the resources used by the author
May include some type of pictures or illustrations related to the topic
Research that goes into the article is required
Main topic about some aspect of writing
Intended to help people understand the different aspect of writing
Tone varies from article to article but tends to be less proper and should not be consist of an authoritative voice or tone
End usually contains a picture of the author
Has page headings to help keep you in the right article
Page numbers (Joe, Genre Analysis)

“[T]he rules for English and grammar (such as using contractions) varies and changes from author to author and the type of genre that they are writing. In high school I was always taught to use formal language (no using I or you, and no contractions). I learned that you can use whatever form of language you want, it just depends on what you yourself want to use, and the audience that you are writing for” (Claire, Blog 15).

Figure 2. Students identifying genre characteristics

In the focus group, the students explicitly discussed the relationship between using genre analysis to identify genre conventions and their development as writing researchers. Sam and Joe both described their experiences looking up samples of their genres to better understand how they would go about producing texts in those genres (see Figure 3). At the end of the semester, Mark identified genre analysis as an essential skill for a writing researcher, saying, “A writing researcher is a writer willing to explore all the aspects of a genre and create a product that will work in the genre or at least take on the process of this” (Mark, Blog 15).
“For my project 1 I made like a YouTube video, just like a tutorial and like I looked a whole bunch of other videos of people that uploaded stuff. And I think it’s important to have a broad range of everything to kinda get a better idea” (Sam, Focus Group).

[In response to the question, “When did you become a writing researcher?”] “I knew I wanted to do an advice column or a medical treatment plan and I know about those things, but I don’t know enough about them to sit down and do it. I had to go back and research how to set things up, like what’s the normal format for things? I just started researching what I was going to be doing” (Joe, Focus Group).

Besides analyzing genres, students regularly performed genres and developed an awareness of how those genres participate in broader activities. For project 1, Claire created an online how-to guide on playing the major chords on the piano. Reflecting on her project, she succinctly describes the relationship between genre and activity saying, “It takes a lot of work to create a how-to article because you have to do a good job explaining the task that someone is seeking to do, and if they fail you didn't write a successful article” (Claire, Blog 8). Interestingly, although we explicitly analyzed and performed certain genres for class projects, some of the students also began to think critically about the day-to-day genres they were performing as part of their regular class experience even though I never explicitly asked them to reflect on these genres. Claire describes learning to email professors and Joe describes how his performance of uptake blogs changed as he realized he had mis-transferred certain conventions from his antecedent genres in his early genre performances (See Figure 4). As Joe’s comment illustrates, students also demonstrated the ability to identify when their performances did not match all genre conventions. In a similar example, Mark reflected on how his Grassroots article was a failed performance because it did not match the genre conventions: “When I turned it in I was not confident. I put a lot of time writing it but
when you are told to make a triangle and you make a square well... That was not this genre at all” (Mark, Genre Analysis).

“As weird as it sounds, I actually learned how to properly contact and communicate with my professor using email thanks to this class. In the past if I had any trouble with anything, I usually just asked my teacher the next day at school. Since we didn't meet as a class, the only way to contact Ms. Sheets was through email, which helped prepare me to know how to communicate with professors in the future” (Claire, Blog 15).

“I noticed that my writings [in the early blogs] were also a lot of fluff, things that were inserted to make them appear to be longer, when in reality, it was just inserted for length. I feel as though this occurred because my previous English instructors valued length as a portion of our grade, thus my brain was trained to try and make writings as long as possible” (Joe, Blog 15).

Figure 4. Student awareness of genre performance

CHAT

In the focus group, the students identified CHAT as a helpful knowledge for writing researchers:

Mark: Is CHAT knowledge? Because I definitely think that helps.

Me: What resonated with you?

Mark: All of it.

Claire: I’d never been taught that in previous English classes, so I feel like when I take them in the future that will help me to always go back to that to break it down.

In class, we usually broke CHAT\textsuperscript{11} down into seven sub-concepts, so I sub-coded the students’ work for evidence of engagement with each of the following: activity, socialization, ecology, representation, reception, distribution, and production. Within activity, students demonstrated an awareness fairly early in the semester of how texts and genres serve as actors that influence human behaviors in particular contexts. Sam and

\textsuperscript{11} An excerpt from the text we used to define CHAT and other key terms in class is included in Appendix B.
Claire recognized the very tangible evidence of socialization as they co-authored their Grassroots article, and Joe aptly described that the publication of a Grassroots article is always a process that involves multiple human participants. Claire’s reflection on ecology demonstrates meta-awareness as she describes how her present environment influenced her composition of her discussion of ecology. Sam and Claire’s Grassroots article deals heavily with the subject of representation, but in their genre analysis, they also discuss how the genre always already represents various cultural perspectives. In discussions of reception, Mark and Joe describe how different audience needs dictate how texts are made. Finally, the students also demonstrated an awareness that genre/tool production is rarely a single-step process. In the focus group, Mark discussed how CHAT helped him understand the complex activities that went into the construction of even small everyday objects. Likewise, Joe describes how the production of a Grassroots article involves more than simply sitting down and writing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example of Student Uptake / Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I really hope my how-to is descriptive enough to at least help someone get the idea of how to play chords on the piano. I guess the only way to truly find out is for someone to test out (which I might actually have someone do)” (Claire, Blog 8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I made a point about how important the baseball rule book was. It was only after someone mentioned how much the game would be different if it did not exist” (Joe, Blog 3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Socialization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Describing her collaboration with Sam on the Grassroots article]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We learned that working together actually benefitted the both of us, and we worked very well together” (Claire, Blog 14).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Typically there are a group of people who are all involved in the production of this text. The author is the main person involved in the text production. The others involved include the people involved in the research, an editor, the people at Grassroots who approve the article, and even a teacher or professor who puts an author in contact with the people at Grassroots” (Joe, Genre Analysis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ecology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Ecology is a part of chat that we have all experienced. For example, I went home this weekend so I am currently doing this assignment [sic] in my quiet room, if I was at school however, I would be doing it in my dorm room with loud people and music blasting. When we were in grade school the teacher usually made you be quiet when there was a writing assignment, however in high school the teacher let you talk if you needed to, and now in college you have to make the decision about the environment you want to be in while writing on your own. The ecology or environment [sic] could possibly affect the quality [sic] of my writing” (Claire, Blog 4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Representation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The cultural values that are reflected in the genre depends on the cultural values of the author of the article. If the author had to interview another person to use as a source, their culture values could also be used in the article. Since the Grassroots Writing Journal publishers have a final say in what gets published, their cultural values may also be shown. The values shown in each article varies depending on the author of the article. My previous English classes seemed to value formal language, and as stated before these articles each vary in what they value depending on the author” (Claire, Genre Analysis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[When asked what strategies they use to analyze data]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“It’s audience based. Like who is the data going to be represented to? It’s just kinda analyzing the audience to be able to understand what kind of information they’ll understand and what they’ll want to hear” (Mark, Focus Group).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The primary audience for this genre consists of people like us. College students, mainly for ISU but not always, who are taking an English course. Another group that could be considered to be a primary audience is the people behind Grassroots, the ISU Writing Program, who looks at all the articles and must decide what gets published and what does not. Therefore, the company could also be a primary audience. The teacher or professor using the journal is also another primary audience since they do decide what is text the class is using therefore they must know about the journal. . . . Secondary audiences could be friends of those who own the journal that may, for some reason, read it. A student could also share the information in the journal with someone outside the class in which the journal is used. As well as any sources used in an article that may be interested as to what the article that mentions them says” (Joe, Genre Analysis).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Reception is how people react to the text.” (Sam, Blog 4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Distribution: This was cool to think about. Especially when I realized graffiti is so imperative to peoples [sic] lives in bad neighborhoods. This isn't limited to this genre, it also includes things as simple as billboards and a post it note left on your desk by a co-worker” (Mark, Blog 4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The main technology in the distribution of this journal is a computer. When ordered online a computer is needed to make the purchase. If the book is purchased in person at a bookstore there is still a need for a computer so that the store can see if the journal is in stock and whether it is just available for purchasing or if you can rent it. There is also a computer back at the original area of distribution checking to see if all the books have been shipped to where they need to be, possibly even to see if they have all been sold” (Joe, Grassroots Genre Analysis).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark: It’s like everything was simple before you started thinking about—like that table was just a table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam: Yeah it was just a table and then you start thinking about—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark: Like the wheels and where did they come from. Who worked in the factory? What machines were there? Who built the machines and then you can write a ten-page paper on the wheels of the table (Mark and Sam, Focus Group).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“So while I did find out that this genre was a tough one to write and had to conceptualize, it isn’t just about the writing. Many other aspects went into writing this genre. In the end putting in the work helps not only you but also anyone that reads the article. So while it may not feel like it’s worth it, putting in the work can increase your knowledge, as well as the knowledge of others” (Joe, Genre Analysis).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Examples of CHAT understanding and performance
Technology Awareness

Since we were working in an online-mediated classroom, technology was a very tangible actor in the students’ activities throughout the semester, and they demonstrated an awareness of the ways that their tools influenced their processes for better or for worse. Very early in the semester, Mark reflected on how his tools mediated his basic activities in the course (see figure 6).

“T lean forward and extend my arms out towards my laptops keyboard, the keys lit brightly from lights layed under them. My fingers hit the keys, they press in softly with a crisp feel, and pop right back up. Letters come up on the screen and form words which eventually form sentences. Why did I mention the lights under the keyboard, the feel of the keys when I press them, the letters coming up on the screen which eventually form sentences? All of these things are actors in the process of writing this blog. The lights under my keyboard are a neutral actor as I sit in my brightly lit room. However if it was dark the lights would become non-neutral actors. They would help me see the keys and be able to remain accurate” (Mark, Blog 2).

Figure 6. Detailed description of technological mediation

As the semester progressed, the students were able to explicitly describe the tools and technologies they were using to facilitate their writing activities (see Figure 7).

“We both went back through and looked at our discussions, blogs, and comments from past weeks. We went back and chose work that we thought was an accurate representation of how we present ourselves in this class. As we were reviewing our past work we kept track of which pieces stood out to use the most in a word document” (Claire and Sam, Genre Analysis).

“I copied and pasted the results of the five respondents into a Microsoft Word document to make analyzing the data a more streamlined process” (Mark, Research Reports).

Figure 7. Descriptions of technology use during research process

Perhaps more interestingly, the students were able to diagnose problems that the technologies caused in their processes. Several students in the class attempted to use surveys to collect data for their project. I had had students do this in a previous F2F section of ENG 101, but my students this semester really struggled to find participants to
take their surveys. Both Joe and Claire/Sam suggested that the nature of the online course environment made surveying their classmates more difficult (Figure 8). These reflections suggest that the students were able to think critically about the limitations of their tools and technologically mediated environments.

“We didn’t have access to . . . other people in our class face to face (unless we met with them). At times it was frustrating when people didn’t take our survey, something that could’ve easily been done if we had a face to face class” (Claire and Sam, Genre Analysis).

“I separated the questions that were asked on the survey from the ones asked during the interview by simply deciding which would require a more in-depth answer. Questions that I felt would be too tough to answer online, or questions that might raise confusion were asked during the [interview]” (Joe, Genre Analysis).

Figure 8. Awareness of limitations of technologically mediated environments

Audience Awareness

The students particularly stressed the importance of audience awareness in the focus group. When Mark emailed me after the focus group, he suggested that the very definition of writer researcher considered audiences: “I thought of one more definition of being a research writer: Being able to take a concept or idea and apply efficient and effective methods of research . . . to combine the data and produce an appropriate and well written product for the intended audience” (Mark, Email following the focus group, emphasis added). In particular, the students seemed to recognize that genres had multiple intended and unintended audiences whose needs differ. For example, both Joe and Mark offered detailed descriptions of a wide variety of audiences that might interact with the Grassroots Writing Research Journal (Figure 9).
The primary audience for this genre consists of people like us. College students, mainly for ISU but not always, who are taking an English course. Another group that could be considered to be a primary audience is the people behind Grassroots, the ISU Writing Program, who looks at all the articles and must decide what gets published and what does not. Therefore, the company could also be a primary audience. The teacher or professor using the journal is also another primary audience since they do decide what is text the class is using therefore they must know about the journal. Secondary audiences however, I am not too sure about. Secondary audiences could be friends of those who own the journal that may, for some reason, read it. A student could also share the information in the journal with someone outside the class in which the journal is used. As well as any sources used in an article that may be interested as to what the article that mentions them says” (Joe, Genre Analysis).

- Professors office or home for grading, using as an example of good or bad, help getting article published
- College students dorm room for assigned readings and ideas
- Published writers families homes to show off and be proud
- Present and previous published writers homes reflect on success
- Published writers friends homes show off friends abilities
- Editors and publishers at GWRJ help article get published
- I will use this as an antecedent experience to draw from for other assignments
- Campus bookstore
- College Library
- Online journal database (Mark, Genre Analysis)

Figure 9. Descriptions of the possible audiences for GWRJ

Although we did discuss audiences in the course, I was somewhat surprised by how strongly the students emphasized this concept in the focus group. Since three of the four participants were currently enrolled in Intro to Communications (COM 110), I wondered if the students might have developed somewhat false uptake memories. That is, they might have thought they “remembered” learning about robust audience analysis in ENG 101, when in fact, they had recently learned more about it in COM 110.

Kill (2006) offers an example of uptake memory that somewhat parallels what I observed in the students in the focus group:

Kirk Branch provides an example of uptake’s memory when he describes a situation in which a student in an adult literacy program writes:

“Furthermore Mr. Kirk gives us our assignments and he has always
wanted us to do our best. He said, ‘If you hadn’t improved your English, you wouldn’t have got a good job’” (221). What is notable here is that Branch never said anything of the sort. This student’s detachment of his representation of Branch from Branch’s actual conduct, is, at least in part, a result of the fact that the student is not responding to Branch alone (the immediate utterance), but to Branch as one in a long line of teachers, and thus also to the theories he has developed about what type of situation this is and what subject positions are relevant. (Kill, 2006, p. 220)

Similarly, I would suggest that the students in the focus group were combining their understanding of the key concept (in this case audience analysis) but not necessarily differentiating between where/when they took up different aspects of the concept. They may have retrospectively considered audience analysis an important aspect of ENG 101 because their new (or possibly old) values emphasized this concept.

**Research Methods**

Another central theme of the codes the students identified in the focus group was research methods. The students felt that our research project exposed them to research strategies they had not previously used extensively, including library DATABASES, SURVEYS, INTERVIEWS, and OBSERVATIONS. They also commented on the value of practicing DATA ANALYSIS.

**Database and Search Engine Use**

The students put considerable emphasis on using databases in the focus group, mentioning them at least six times. Mark described taking up using appropriate search terms to find more relevant results. Joe suggested that learning to use the Milner Library database would help him use other types of databases in the future, suggesting that the skills he had gained would transfer to a variety of contexts. In their blogs, at least three of the students specifically mentioned expecting to find database knowledge / skill useful in their future academic careers (See Figure 10).
“As for the future I feel like learning how to use the available databases will be a big help to me mainly in class, not just this class” (Joe, Blog 6).

“Overall, I'm very happy I learned how to use APA format and search articles on a database, as I'm more than sure that both of these things will come in handy for future classes” (Claire, Blog 6).

“I am also grateful that you introduced us to Milnar [sic] and showed us all the ins and outs of the database tool. I am positive that will help me in my future studies” (Mark, Blog 6).

“The Milner library is going to be a very big part of my college experience and [that] I am sure will help me with research” (Mark, Blog 9).

Figure 10. Student expectations about the usefulness of databases

I was surprised by the emphasis on databases in the focus group. Most of the students did not use secondary research as a primary strategy for their Grassroots article project. The only week we discussed databases extensively in class was week 6 (as is reflected in the blog quotes above), and we did not cover some of the techniques the students mentioned in the focus group (such as Mark’s reference to using appropriate search terms). Again, since three of the students were enrolled in COM 110 at the time of the focus group, I wonder if that course influenced the students’ uptake memory because COM 110 generally puts a fair amount of emphasis on using journal articles. However, the students did mention feeling like they had more competence with using the databases than did some of their COM 110 classmates.

Sam did not share the other students’ enthusiasm about databases, reflecting on how she found scholarly journals and databases difficult to use in high school:

I think it's very hard to find what you're looking for which is really inconvenient. I always hated doing that in high school as well, so I'm sure my negative experiences before didn't help me at all. Once something has a negative connotation to me, it makes me less likely to want to participate in that particular activity. (Sam, Blog 6)
Sam’s comments shed light on another possible reason that the students emphasized database use so much. Their antecedent experiences may have stressed these skills, so the students might have valued database skills even if they did not feel they were particularly adept at them prior to the course.

Prior, et al. (2007) emphasize, “Mediated activity means that action and cognition are distributed over time and space and among people, artifacts, and environments and thus also laminated, as multiple frames or fields co-exist in any situated act” (p. 18). In the students’ discussion of database use, we see both Kill’s (2006) concept of uptake memory and Prior, et al.’s (2007) idea of lamination at work. The students’ uptake of database use is and has been distributed over multiple environments, meaning that their understanding of databases in those environments informed their perception of the concept in ENG 101 both during the class and after the fact.

**Surveys and Interviews**

Unlike with databases, most of the students did not have much prior experience with conducting surveys and interviews before coming into the course. Joe, for example, reflected in Blog 12 that though he was able to transfer in his prior knowledge of taking surveys, he had never conducted his own. As they interacted with surveys and interviews as genres, the students became more adept at identifying the affordances and limitations of each tool in the context of the greater activity systems where the tools were used. Claire and Sam, for example, described reserving more in-depth questions for their interview while setting up multiple-choice questions for their surveys. Joe used primarily multiple choice questions and only one free-response question, hoping the format would
attract more survey-takers from the class. Mark kept his survey quite simple, using two free-response questions.

On the whole, students reported that their interviews were successful. All of the researchers met F2F with their participants, and they reported achieving a satisfactory level of depth in the research. Joe, for example, was initially concerned that only one other student agreed to be interviewed, but he reports:

I was taken by surprise when my interview exceeded my expectations. The amount of useful information I got from my interview was enough to help my research take leaps in progression. After reviewing my interview I decided that I had recorded enough useful information to not need another interview and then proceed to my next research method. (Joe, Genre Analysis)

Besides the formal interviews conducted during the project, Mark and Sam both mentioned using interviews informally to gather information. In Mark’s Week 3 Blog, for example, he describes how his curiosity about the genre of the license plate led him to interview a police officer friend. Sam likewise reported in the focus group that she interviewed her roommate informally as she was trying to decide on an appropriate topic for her upcoming informative speech in COM 110.

In contrast, most of the students who used surveys found the results unhelpful due to low participation. Significantly, though, those students who had unsuccessful survey results recognized that their data was not useful, describing in their genre analysis how they decided not to include the survey results in their final articles (See Figure 11).
“We ended up having success in our interview and self observation research, but only two people took our survey so we ended up not using that information in our final article” (Sam and Claire, Genre Analysis).

“As for the survey, I did encounter some problems. Since it was just a survey online some of the questions were misinterpreted. Due to its online nature, I was unable to clarify the questions rendering them rather useless. I worked through this problem by simply throwing the question out from my research” (Joe, Genre Analysis).

Perhaps as a reflection of his success with the interview and failure with the survey, Joe claimed during the Focus Group that these activities require greater planning and people skills in addition to knowledge of the genre:

I feel like you kind of have to have recruiting skills. You have to know how to make people interested in your work. You can’t just go up to random people and be like, “Hey do you want to be interviewed for something?” because if they don’t have any interest in it, they might not give you a thorough interview or something. Or if you’re wanting to survey someone they might not take you seriously. (Joe, Focus Group)

Joe’s comment suggests that the students may have taken up an awareness of the sets of activities involved in using certain research methods.

Data Analysis

In the focus group, the students discussed how they had taken up a new understanding of qualitative data analysis during ENG 101. As Joe describes it:

I feel like analyzing information really helped me because like coming into this class I wasn’t really, I was mainly quantitative research and stuff and science and stuff. So I knew how to analyze numbers . . . but after coming out of this class in general, I was much better at analyzing all types of information. (Joe, Focus Group)

The students used a wide variety of data analysis strategies, adapting their approaches based on the type of data they were using (self-observations, interview transcripts, class materials, etc.), the question driving their research, and their own research preferences.
Notably, they were able to clearly describe their research methods to offer support for the approaches they used. The examples in Figure 12 show students using comparative analysis, looking for trends and anomalies, using pre-set codes, and deriving codes in-vivo from the data. Some of the students used several different analysis approaches on their single project, suggesting that they had developed enough skill with data analysis to adapt to the demands of the situation.

“To analyze our data we reviewed each other’s responses in depth and thought about the similarities and differences of our answers. We compared how we responded to each question and tried to relate it to the fact that we are introverted in face to face classes but extroverted in other situations (such as being with friends or this online class)” (Sam and Claire, Research Reports).

“The coding I used coming into this week was based on what I felt was important and I looked for points, both against metaphors and for them. I felt as though in order to write an adequate article and get the most out of this, I have to look through both the eyes of someone that uses metaphots and of someone who doesn't. For the codes on the pro-metaphor side I looked for things like people saying that the metaphor I used helped them, they can use metaphors in general, and if they feel as though metaphors are helpful. For people who don't necessarily use or understand metaphors I coded for things such as, why they don't like metaphors, why they might not use them, and again whether or not they feel like they are useful” (Joe, Blog 13)

“Finally, my other form of content research was self-research or an autoethnography. During this I simply went back and researched all the works I had done previously in the class. I compared them to each other, noticed differences, and tried to critique my own writing even more than what had been done” (Joe, Genre Analysis)

“When analyzing the free response questions, I went back through and typed out all the answers on a word document. This made it easier to compare each statement to each other. While comparing each statement I looked for common trends in answers. I also looked for commonalities in how each person perceived the metaphors. Analyzing it this way, I feel, gave me a better insight as to how the responders’ reacted to the metaphors” (Joe, Research Reports).

“I knew I would be using my personal thoughts and experiences. This type of research is very exciting to me so I began reflecting and brainstorming right away. I took notes of new thoughts and experiences I had while conducting research. I read notes of thoughts and ideas I had throughout the semester. I read through some of my older coursework as well. I then transferred the more focused data into new notes to pick
through, compare, break down and work off of” (Mark, Research Reports).

“Some of the keywords and phrases that influence my uptake were: smell, texture, thoughts, feelings, antecedent, body language, voice, cleanliness, level of difficulty, interest in material, and boring. My notes, blogs, and course work show that in my case emotions are more important in the process of uptake than logic” (Mark, Research Reports).

“I used keywords, which emerged from the data to analyze and seek out trends. I sought out similarities in the data to see if as a class we were on the same page, chapter, book, or library for that matter. I will talk about and explain the one anomaly I found in the data. . . . Some keywords that I saw being used frequently in the responses were: learning, how, think, experience, understanding, process, apply, concept, and daily” (Mark, Research Reports).

Figure 12. Descriptions of data analysis approaches

It is conceivable that the co-research methodology for this project lent itself to helping students develop these fairly robust descriptions of their data analysis methods. The students observed data analysis in action a lot. I modeled several examples of my various approaches to data analysis, but perhaps more importantly, the students also reviewed their peers’ Research Reports, which, in effect, led to some peer teaching and mentoring.

Observations and Autoethnography

All of the students in the Focus Group opted to use self-observation as a research method. For the most part, the students balanced their observation between reflecting on their own thought processes and critically examining the documents they produced in the course. Mark, for example, kept notes on his thought processes, but he also conducted critical analyses of his uptake blogs (see Figure 12 above). Similarly, Sam and Claire did a combination of self and other observation when they interviewed one another on their self-representation in the course and then examined their “Getting to Know You” documents from the first few weeks of the course.
In our conversations about potential research strategies midway through the semester, many of the students were surprised that self-observation could count as a valid research strategy. Perhaps out of this reaction, Joe developed a fairly robust defense of his methodological decision to use self-observation as well as a detailed description of his methods for carrying out that self-observation (see Figure 13).

**Defense of Methodology**

“For my next research method, I decided why look any farther than myself? No one is able to understand my baseball metaphors [better] than myself. Thus I will reflect on my own writing and explore how my own writing has changed. My biggest point of research for this method will be, “how did my uptake change as I started to relate things to baseball?” I would like to research myself to see if my metaphors have really had as big of an impact on my writing as I feel they have. To complete this I will look specifically at things I have wrote down, my blogs, and forums. I will also try to see if they have, in a way, changed how I go about my writing process. Meaning I will see if my mind just automatically tries to relate things to baseball, or if my writing processes have remained the same. This will hopefully give me an insight to how my own writing has changed because of my own metaphors” (Joe, Research Reports).

**Methods**

“Finally, my other form of content research was self-research or an autoethnography. During this I simply went back and researched all the works I had done previously in the class. I compared them to each other, noticed differences, and tried to critique my own writing even more than what had been done” (Joe, Genre Analysis).

Figure 13. Joe’s defense of methodology and description of methods

**Self-Knowledge**

Because all of the students (at least, in the focus group) used some form of autoethnography to research their Grassroots article, I asked them to reflect on the relationship they saw between self-knowledge and uptake. Joe responded:

I feel like you can’t really write about how you learn something if you don’t really know, if you don’t look inside and see how you learn it. If someone asked you how did you learn basic math skills, you can’t just say well, the teacher taught it to me. Well, teachers teach everyone else in your class and some people grasp it and some people don’t. How did you look at it when they were teaching it?
Our discussion of self-knowledge touched on both internal thought processes and external activities as students discussed the value of identifying what one does not know, activating antecedent genre knowledge, using process genres, and cultivating effective personal work habits.

**Identifying What One Does Not Know**

During the focus group, Mark asked me what I considered the most important writing research skill. After thinking about it for a while, I decided that identifying what one does not know was a central skill to me, and the students agreed:

Sam: I think that applies for any subject too because you think about math and when you tell your teacher oh I don’t know how to do this, and they’re like well what don’t you know, what don’t you get about it? And if you can’t pinpoint what it is you don’t know how to do then how are you supposed to move on from that?

Joe: You have to like know yourself

Me: Can we even say self-knowledge of how you learn or is that inaccurate?

Joe: it’s really just self knowledge in general. You have to know not just how you learn but things you understand. Like she [Sam] was talking about how she made a YouTube video about guitar and if I tried to do that, I wouldn’t be able to do it because I don’t know how to play the guitar. You have to know what you know.

I asked students throughout the class to use their blogs as a space to express uncertainty and to clarify what they did and did not know. They seemed to struggle with this early in the semester, perhaps because school culture tends to stigmatize “not knowing” rather than viewing it as a productive place of potential inquiry. Particularly early on in the semester, students’ discussions of what they did not know tended to be tidy narratives of problems that were miraculously solved through some unmentioned *deus ex machina*. Consider this example from Sam’s week 4 blog: “Learning about
CHAT this week was a little bit challenging for me at first, but now I have a much better understanding of it. I think it’s very important to keep all these terms in mind for understanding genres better in the future” (emphasis added). Sam emphasizes that she “figured it out,” putting more stress on the knowing than the not knowing. She completely omits the process that helped her take up the knowledge.

As the semester progressed, students became more adept at describing how they solved their “not knowing” problems (Figure 14). Their strategies included re-watching videos or considering examples, transferring in antecedent knowledge (and recognizing the limitations of that knowledge), consulting specific resources, and getting peer feedback from the class.

“Coming into this week I knew about research, and how to research. However, I did not know much about how to write research reports. So coming into this week I transferred in my knowledge of knowing how to do research and conduct interviews/surveys to help me base what my research will be for project two. Coming out of this week I have gained knowledge about how to write research reports and what Mrs. Sheets will be looking for in a portion of the research reports” (Joe, Blog 11).

“The concepts this week were harder than they have been all semester. The citation styles can be a bit confusing to me. It isn't a huge problem because we have the resources to find the solutions. The grammar rules were also harder for me to grasp. I don't think I ever tried or even paid attention in high school so it makes a lot of sense as to why I find it confusing. I am going to keep pushing myself. I know I will eventually master or at very least learn it and apply it to my writings” (Mark, Blog 6).

“I thought some things about this week were easy while other parts were challenging. I thought my genre was a bit difficult to create a genre analysis for, but it definitely did get easier as I went along and it is very nice we get feedback from our classmates. It definitely helps a lot” (Sam, Blog 7).

Figure 14. Students identifying what they do not know
At times, the students identified what they did not know, determined what would help them to learn what they did not know, but intentionally chose not to act on that knowledge. An example from Sam and Claire’s Research Reports illustrates this:

We are not sure how much more we can go into detail about our results, since we both had similar answers to the interview questions. We think that it would be more beneficial to interview a larger group of people other than ourselves. If we wanted more accurate and varied results, we would do that.

Sam and Claire identified some areas of weakness in their research. Although they knew of an approach that could strengthen their data, they had to balance that knowledge with their awareness of the greater activity system. Would more interviews have made their study better? Perhaps. Was the time, energy, and resources necessary to collect that additional data worth it? Perhaps not. Like all researchers, Sam and Claire had to limit their research due to real-world constraints like deadlines.

**Activating Antecedent Genre Knowledge**

The students demonstrated varying levels of antecedent genre knowledge and awareness throughout the course. At times, these experiences allowed for low-road transfer\(^{12}\) (see Sam’s comments in Figure 15), whereas at other times, they helped the students achieve medium- to high-road transfer (see Claire’s comment in Figure 15).

---

\(^{12}\)Perkins & Salomon (1988) define low-road transfer as transfer between similar activities. High-road transfer is transfer between dissimilar activities.
“Creating my youtube how-to video was very easy. I have had to create other videos for school in the past so I was familiar with how to do everything. Creating the video and uploading it was a simple and quick task” (Sam, Blog 8)

“The genre analysis for this week was easier than the previous one. I think the more exposure to these topics, the easier it gets” (Sam, Blog 10).

“In my Expository writing class my senior year I had to write a ten page research paper, and I felt like my skills from that class helped me write this article” (Claire, Genre Analysis).

Figure 15. Transferring antecedent genre knowledge

In the focus group, the students seemed to describe antecedent genre knowledge and life experience interchangeably, suggesting that they were drawing on knowledge of the greater activities and affects surrounding genre production not simply the genre form. For some genres, the students viewed life experience as a type of content research. Claire writes, for example, “People have to have prior knowledge of the topic they are giving people instructions for, or they have to do research on it so they give people accurate directions” (Claire, Blog 7). Both Joe’s blog 12 comment and Mark’s Blog 7 comment (Figure 16) demonstrate transferring affective knowledge from prior experience. Joe’s Blog 9 comment shows transfer of research strategies that do not necessarily relate to a specific genre.
“I didn't always 'know' what decisions to make that would be the best for the outcome of my research, thus I did what I have always been told to do. Follow your gut feelings” (Joe, Blog 12).

“Past experience helped this week as well. I have had a lot of friends pass away as well as my father. I don't think it makes easier, it just makes it more familiar to think about. I realize the effect these individuals have had on me. That allowed me to list the effects and see which ones match up with this particular assignment. I have written letters to people before and it really is easier for me to release and share emotions in writing than in conversation. Even writing a letter and not giving it to the intended person is helpful” (Mark, Blog 7).

“In the past I have used a few different methods for research. The method that I have used the most in the past has been observations. It seems like for almost all of my research projects, I have done some type observations. The other type of research that I have done has been surveys. It is a method that I feel is relatively easier to complete as long as people are available to help. It might even be one of my favorite types of research” (Joe, Blog 9).

Figure 16. Transferring affective knowledge and research strategies

Prior knowledge and antecedent genre transfer was not always helpful to the students because at times the antecedent genres disrupted their understanding of new genres. However, when students were able to articulate their awareness of inappropriate transfer, they were generally able to address the problem. Joe’s discussion of antecedent genres that influenced his Grassroots article offers a richly detailed description of both positive and negative transfer:

Antecedent genres had a large impact on the process I took to produce my product. The biggest help was the antecedent genre of writing up lab reports. I was able to transfer in my knowledge of how to write about my research results, which really helped me write about the results I got from my research. I was able to use some of the same concepts I used to write lab reports while writing my article. However, this antecedent genre also caused a slight mis-transfer of knowledge. I relied too much on my knowledge of drawing conclusions from my scientific data that I started to do that same thing while writing this article. I had to start my research reports over again due to this. So while this antecedent helped me, it also hurt me too. I also attempted to transfer some of my knowledge about research into this process, this did not help me because I had never completed the research that I had to do for this project. Therefore any
knowledge I tried to transfer in was rather misleading. (Joe, Genre Analysis)

Not all of the students in the class achieved this level of antecedent genre awareness, but most were able to articulate connections between past work and present endeavors.

**Process Genres**

During the focus group, the students frequently referred to various types of process genres. I roughly define process genres as texts that facilitate the production of another text but are not necessarily visible in that final text. Common examples the students mentioned included notes, lists, outlines, and brainstorming. I was surprised by the students’ emphasis on these process genres because I never explicitly taught any particular process genres. I did recommend that they consider using “planning” genres, and I even showed them examples of concept maps, bulleted lists, outlines, and other texts that I had recently produced as part of my own writing processes. However, I did not require students to use process genres at all, let alone a particular type. Thus, the students’ use of and discussion of process genres demonstrates self-knowledge of personal writing practices as well the use of antecedent genres. It is conceivable that the students developed this knowledge of their processes as *writers* through their practices as *writing researchers*. As writing researchers, students traced their own uptake, which may have helped them identify the affordances of specific planning process strategies.

Although most of the students made use of a variety of process genres, I noticed preferences from student to student. Sam and Claire both seemed to like brainstorming and outlining. Claire mentions developing brief outlines even for minor assignments, and she also mentioned using outlining in her COM 110 course. Sam seemed to like
brainstorming as a collaborative activity, mentioning multiple times that she found sharing ideas with others productive (See examples in Figure 17).

> “From previous classes I transferred the skill of brainstorming and outlining before I began writing any text that we were assigned. Even before I began a blog, I usually sat down for five minutes and wrote down a short bulleted list of the things that I was going to mention in that text” (Claire, Blog 15).

> “My Comm teacher made us make a concept map. . . . So that’s kinda like outlining or brainstorming” (Claire, Focus Group).

> “Overall, I think working with a partner was very beneficial. It was much easier having someone to brainstorm with and someone to share thoughts and ideas with” (Sam, Blog 14).

> “My comm class too because I’m in it this semester, and my roommate had it last semester and she’s kinda familiar with my topic so I kinda interviewed her sorta like asking her about the topic and asking her about her experiences with her informative speech and just asking questions like that, so I guess that is kind of an informal interview” (Sam, Focus Group).

> “I can use brainstorming such as making bulleted lists and other types of planning on paper” (Sam and Claire, Genre Analysis).

> “The most important person in producing this text is obviously the author. They must first brainstorm many thoughts and ideas on what they are going to write their article about” (Sam and Claire, Genre Analysis).

Figure 17. Use of brainstorming and outlining

Mark’s preferred process genre was notes. He mentioned using notes both for class and for non-class related activities, and the notes seemed to satisfy a number of functions. In the focus group, he said that notes could help a person cultivate creative skills, and he suggested that he regularly keeps notes even if he does not always have a specific purpose for them. During ENG 101, Mark’s blogs indicate that he used notes as a means of analyzing data and organizing his thought processes when he felt overwhelmed (See Figure 18 for examples).
“Creativness is definitely a skill. And it’s developed as well. You can’t just—someone’s not born creative. It’s something you can develop just by note taking and being able to change your ideas based on information that you find” (Mark, Focus Group).

“If I find something really interesting I’ll take a note of it. Write it down. Even if it’s just like something someone said or a quote that I like so I can use it in the future. So I think that being prepared is part of it” (Mark, Focus Group).

I read through the notes I took during my research and was able to compare trends using this manner. I looked at my old blogs to compare how I articulated my uptake for different weeks. I took all of this information and transferred it into a new set of streamlined notes containing data specific to my research (Mark, Research Reports).

“Uptake ended up overwhelming me in the end. There is just so much going on! Notes help and I am definitely working on it” (Mark, Blog 15).

While Joe used a variety of process genres throughout the course, his discussion of genres that facilitated his interviews was particularly interesting. He talked about emailing participants to set up the interviews, writing interview questions in advance, recording and transcribing the interview, and analyzing data from the interviews. At the focus group, he suggested that each of these steps were necessary parts of the process of collecting and using interview data.
“To ask people to from the class to participate I will send them an email via ISU email” (Joe, Research Reports).

I had to develop the questions for my survey, I also had to develop the content for my interview (Joe, Genre Analysis).

“Once in the interview, I recorded the interview on my computer, to make it available later as I begin to write” (Joe, Research Reports).

“To analyze my data, I replayed my interview and wrote down what I felt were important aspects mentioned in the interview. This consisted of writing down all the questions I asked during my interview as well as the answers that were received from the interviewee” (Joe, Research Reports).

“[A]s I replayed my interview and went over the data again codes that I had originally overlooked arose from my data, while other codes seemed to grow less important. . . . I was able to break things up into basic uptake thoughts, how metaphors affected uptake, and other useful things talked about in my interview. This process was aided by the use of highlighting each category in different colors. After that I was able to separate each category easier. Once the categories were formed, I was able to compare and contrast each individual category within its category. . . . This helped me by filtering out, and finding out, what the major take outs from things talked about in my interview” (Joe, Research Reports).

Figure 19. Joe’s use of process genres in interviews

**Work Habits**

A common theme that arose during the focus group related to the activities and habits not directly connected to writing that still impacted writing. A section of Mark’s final blog speaks to a few of these sorts of activities:

Specific thing to transfer, Okay this is very simple. Do not think too much, or take on too much. Relax and go back to simpler assignments. Breathe. Use what you have learned and draw from this. Look at past notes. Email the professor for direction they will and do help. Milner is your friend. (Mark, Blog 15)

This blog entry emphasizes that writing is a broader activity that involves personal work habits in addition to direct knowledge of writing or research strategies. Two of the primary work habits that the students emphasized were finding an appropriate workspace
and managing their time. I would suggest that the online environment might have influenced the students’ uptake of these two themes. Since we did not meet in person, the students were completely responsible for selecting and controlling their own work environments. The lack of F2F structure also proved to be a difficult transition for many of the students, which may have prompted them to cultivate more effective time management techniques.

As students engaged with the concept of ecology in our study of CHAT, they began to examine their own working environments. Mark frequently mentioned where he did his work on a particular assignment (see Figure 20). In one of her blogs, Claire reflects on the concept of ecology while analyzing her ecology as she writes the blog. She emphasizes that now that she is in college, she has to make appropriate choices about her study environments in order to work productively.

“I went to Milner when it was time to transfer my findings into actual data. I found a table on the 5th floor and got to work” (Mark, Research Reports).

“I sat down in my kitchen and took notes as I read and looked over the material” (Mark, Research Reports).

“Ecology is a part of chat that we have all experienced. For example, I went home this weekend so I am currently doing this assignment in my quiet room, if I was at school however, I would be doing it in my dorm room with loud people and music blasting. When we were in grade school the teacher usually made you be quiet when there was a writing assignment, however in high school the teacher let you talk if you needed to, and now in college you have to make the decision about the environment you want to be in while writing on your own. The ecology or environment could possibly affect the quality of my writing” (Claire, Blog 4).

Figure 20. Student awareness of work environments

During the focus group, the students emphasized that time management was an essential skill for a writing researcher. Under the umbrella of time management, the students discussed using effective planning to make sure that they finished all their work
Within the blogs, students would sometimes reflect on their time management plans or strategies as they related to their writing processes (See Mark’s comments in figure 21).

“I feel like you really have to plan out, especially when you have a time frame for something. You have to be able to do everything with a specific time frame. It’s important to be able to map out what you’re going to do and when you’re going to do it” (Sam, Focus Group).

“Say you want to interview someone, you can’t be like, I’ll interview this day and then if things get piled up, you can’t just keep pushing them back til you have time. You have to make sure that you manage your time in order to be able to get to work at that time” (Joe, Focus Group).

“I need to get project one all finished up and then focus solely on this project asap” (Mark, Blog 10).

“I am going to finish conducting my research this weekend and start writing it up as well. I started my self analysis by taking notes earlier this week” (Mark, Blog 12).

“The rough draft was a total disaster and I spent way too much time on it” (Mark, Genre Analysis).

Figure 21. Discussions of time management

**Writing Researcher Identity Uptake**

During the latter half of our conversation in the focus group, I asked the students to reflect on whether and how they had taken up writing researcher identities both during and after the course. When I noticed that the students were focusing primarily on academic research writing, the conversation shifted to an exploration of the group’s understanding of research. We observed that the students seemed to have taken up writing researcher identities in regards to formal or academic research, but they were less conscious of themselves as writing researchers in informal contexts. I asked them to explore how they had become writing researchers, and later, after the focus group, I
compared their understanding of themselves as writing researchers as expressed in their semester documents vs. the focus group.

**Becoming Writing Researchers**

When I asked students when they became writing researchers, they unanimously agreed that they were not writing researchers at the beginning of the semester. Instead, they suggested that they started to take up the identity during our first major project:

Me: So when did you become one? When did that happen?

Sam: When we had to start doing the research for our first project.

Claire: Probably at that point because we had to start apply all that to our research for the first project.

Joe: I’d say I started doing more research around project 1 because I had the idea of what I wanted to do but at the same time you have to go in. For me, I knew I wanted to do an advice column or a medical treatment plan and I know about those things, but I don’t know enough about them to sit down and do it. I had to go back and research how to set things up, like what’s the normal format for things? I just started researching what I was going to be doing.

Me: So basically, you became a writing researcher when you had to do it?

Joe: Yeah

This conversation supports Freedman’s (1993a) assertion that one does not acquire full knowledge of a particular genre or activity until one has the chance to perform that activity. The students felt that they took up writing researcher identities once they did the things that writing researchers do.

The students’ emphasis on the first project is also interesting because it suggests that they took up the identities (or, at least, they *remembered* taking up the identities) *before* doing the co-research project together as a class. However, other points in our
conversation suggested that the second project still did impact the students’ writing researcher identities. As Sam said:

I think it’s kinda appropriate to consider ourselves as a writing researcher because we had to do formal research like sending out surveys and interviews, and we had to have people sign consent forms and like if we had to do something similar to this in high school, we wouldn’t have had to have people sign a consent form or something like that, but I do feel like I could consider myself a writing researcher. (Sam, Focus Group)

The formality of the second project seemed to give students a greater sense that they were doing real writing research.

**Formal Identities**

Sam’s comment was one of several that focused on writing researcher identities primarily as they pertained to formal or academic research. I tried to draw the students’ attention to the definition of research that they were using to see if we could explore their research practices outside the classroom as well:

Me: So in the context of being a writing researcher, what do you think research is?

Mark: Knowing how to apply the information in the correct format. Like citing it and things like that. . . . Preparing yourself for criticism. If you’re writing a paper and you do the research, you’re prepared for criticism because you made sure all the stuff you’re writing about was correct. You use sources and things like that.

Mark again emphasized formal or academic research. Elsewhere in the conversation, he commented that he felt more confident as a writing researcher now because he felt more adept than his COM 110 classmates at using the Milner Library databases.

As I discussed earlier in this chapter, the students’ definition of research at the time of the focus group seemed to be heavily influenced by both their concept of research prior to the class and their more recent experiences with research in COM 110. As I
looked back over their work from the course, I noticed that their definitions of research and writing researcher identities in their blogs were also primarily formal, though at that time, they also contained traces of the informal. Claire was not sure she considered herself a writing researcher at the conclusion of the semester because she doubted her ability to integrate data into research write-ups (See Figure 22). This suggests a more formal conception of writing research. Mark, on the other hand, explicitly names informal research in Blog 13, but he still situates the research in a college context. In Blog 14, he anticipates transferring his ENG 101 skills into speech class (COM 110) specifically and into other non-specific situations.

“After this semester, I still don't know if I would consider myself a writing researcher because I still have trouble applying and using the information that I have found in the text that I am producing, but I feel like thanks to this class I have become a lot better at it. I remember that a lot of comments on the draft for my article was "use specific examples that you collected from your research". I'm still not 100% sure if I did it accurately, but I sure tried” (Claire, Blog 15).

“I can see myself doing a lot more qualitative research in college both formal and informal. The why and how is very important in any chosen major” (Mark, Blog 13).

“This experience was so thrilling from the overwhelming anxiety of putting the research off to the relaxing and energizing creative process. I gained so much in terms of knowledge and confidence in my abilities. The confidence will transfer over to next semester when I am required to give speeches and when I am called upon to do research of any sort” (Mark, Blog 14).

Figure 22. Statements about writing researcher identities in class blogs

Blog 15 asked students to reflect on their identities as writing researchers. Mark wrote, “A writing researcher is a writer willing to explore all the aspects of a genre and create a product that will work in the genre or at least take on the process of this. One of the most important parts of research is failure and learning from it” (Blog 15). This definition leans much more towards a holistic view of research as both a formal and
informal process. He also puts more emphasis on the process, and suggests that a successful final product may or may not be necessary. The definition of a writing researcher that he emailed me after the focus group still emphasizes the process, but it is also infused with values that reflect the COM 110 course:

I thought of one more definition of being a research writer: Being able to take a concept or idea and apply efficient and effective methods of research such as using the data base at Milner, brainstorming, and making a CHAT map then being able to combine the data and produce an appropriate and well written product for the intended audience. (Mark, E-mail after Focus Group)

As I mentioned in the section on skills and knowledges, our ENG 101 course did not place much emphasis on using library databases or specific brainstorming strategies. We did discuss audiences, but probably not to the same extent or in the same ways as they are discussed in COM 110. The shifts in Mark’s definition of a writing researcher over the matter of a few months demonstrate how identity uptake is constantly in flux. The students had formed a conception of research prior to the course, they re-formed it during the course in light of new ideas, and they re-formed it yet again after the course. These identity shifts reinforce both Prior, et al.’s (2007) idea of lamination and Kill’s (2006) discussion of uptake memory (both discussed earlier in this chapter). The students’ writing researcher identity formation was distributed over multiple contexts—past, present, and future—and it is thus infused with learning and concepts from each of those settings.

**Going Dormant**

When I noticed that the students were primarily emphasizing the formal/academic sides of their writing researcher identities, I asked them consider why they were thinking of research strictly in academic contexts:
Sam: I feel like there’s kind of a stigma that research is a formal concept because we’re exposed to research more in a school setting and stuff. So I think there’s just that connotation that it’s more formal. It’s definitely informal too, but we just don’t think about it as much.

Joe: The informal stuff happens subconsciously.

…

Sam: I feel like it’s like dormant. Like we have those skills and the capabilities to do it so if we needed to do something like that again, we would know how to do it. Like we would know how to go about the different research methods and stuff like that so even if it’s not active like every single day, we know it’s there.

Claire: That’s true. I agree with that.

Mark: I agree as well. I learned a lot. I can apply all of this stuff to write a paper.

Sam’s comments in particular highlight some important ideas. Firstly, the word research is already laden with years’ worth of meaning long before the students come into our classes. This is not to say that a writing research based ENG 101 course attempts to completely alter students’ conceptions of research; how they understood research prior to the course was valid. As an instructor, my goal was to deepen and broaden students’ understanding of research. I wanted them to develop more robust formal writing research skills, which the evidence about their use of uptake of writing research strategies (e.g., interviews, data analysis, observations, etc.) seems to suggest that they did. However, I also wanted them to exercise a greater degree of transfer between their informal / non-academic research practices and their school practices. Our conversation seems to suggest that the students did not consciously take up this aspect of the writing researcher identity.

Sam’s second comment and Mark’s final comment may give us some clue as to why the students took up the formal side of research more readily. Sam says that if they
“needed to,” they could call upon their inner-writing researchers to activate their skills and knowledges. Mark’s comment about writing papers suggests that academic contexts give students an exigency for activating their conscious writing researcher identities. Sam comments elsewhere, “I think for little things like every day tasks, it’s more subconscious, like if you need to find out information about something. It just kinda happens naturally.” This idea supports Mark’s research on uptake (discussed in chapter 3). Reflecting on his research findings, Mark writes in Blog 14, “All in all I think uptake is recalled and articulated in more of a subconscious manner than it is absorbed in.” In other words, students may be applying their writing research skills in new contexts, but—particularly in informal contexts—they are doing so subconsciously. The students have the ability to activate their uptake and self-knowledge at any time, but unless there is a perceived exigency for doing so, the uptake remains tacit.

**Concluding Thoughts**

As the skills and knowledges section demonstrates, the students did consciously take up certain aspects of writing researcher identities. They felt they were primarily able to perform these identities consciously in academic contexts because their concept of research is still very much defined by their past and current (COM 110) experiences. Based on these findings, I offer recommendations for future work in the conclusion.
A FUTURE FOR CO-RESEARCH? CONCLUSIONS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In response to the question *how did literate activity happen in our online ENG 101 course*, my co-researchers and I found the following. Adela’s study showed us that students’ disposition towards LMSs might influence their interactions with them just as much as does the functionality of the interface. Katie’s and Claire and Sam’s studies suggested that introverts felt especially comfortable expressing themselves in our OWC. Their work also suggests that antecedent genre knowledge on social networks and other digital genres may have influenced their ability to self-represent online. Wes’s work demonstrates that high levels of quality peer interaction are possible and constructive in OWCs. Finally, Joe’s and Mark’s studies suggest that autoethnography and metaphors may help students take up the concept of uptake and use it productively.

Based on these findings, we might recommend the following. Firstly, these results might be used to corroborate existing research on similar topics. In some cases, such as Wes’s study on peer interaction, the student co-researchers’ work might provide either support or counter-narratives for existing research. Rendahl & Breuch (2013), for example, suggest that students did not find peer interactions valuable in the OWCs that they studied. Wes mentioned regularly in his blogs (as well as in his article) that he took up many of the concepts in the class through his interactions with his peers. This demonstrates that, perhaps with a different class structure than the one used in Rendahl &
Breuch’s (2013) study, peer interaction *can* foster peer-to-peer teaching and learning. Adela’s, Katie’s, Sam and Claire’s studies all support the usefulness of Van Ittersum & Lawson Ching’s (2013) recommendation that learners (and I consider both teachers and students to be learners) be encouraged to critically examine their own antecedent digital genres. Doing so may help learners transfer critical literacies to new online spaces, whether classes or spaces outside of academia. Katie’s study in particular points out how online participants’ subtle choices about fonts and typefaces convey to both the instructor *and to other students* a particular representation of themselves. For the sake of students’ interactions within the OWC but also in future electronic spaces, teachers might consider encouraging students to develop a critical awareness of how they both represent themselves online and also form opinions about others online.

Our results also have implications for teaching uptake awareness. While many students struggled to take up uptake, both Joe and Mark suggested that practicing autoethnography may help facilitate the process. Joe’s use of metaphors also makes a case for presenting uptake (and potentially other concepts) through narratives. As Jarema’s (2014) study of student transfer demonstrated, intentional high-road transfer requires students to take up a strong awareness of their own learning, a finding which makes effective teaching of uptake awareness all the more important. Indeed, I would assert that writing research models of FYC are significantly less effective at encouraging forward-reaching transfer if they do not encourage students to take up uptake awareness. *Uptake is where the conscious transfer happens.*

In response to the second research question—*How did students take up and demonstrate writing researcher skills, knowledges, and identities?*—this study offers
several insights. Firstly, the students both consciously took up and demonstrated awareness of genres and their contexts. They did this through their genre analysis assignments and *GWRJ* article productions, but as Claire’s discussion about “learning to email the professor” demonstrates, they also began to apply these principles to other genres and contexts. Downs & Wardle (2007) advocate for teaching core concepts that are essential to our field; the students in this study demonstrated that they both took up these concepts and deemed them valuable in constructing writing researcher identities.

The students also took up self-knowledge and the ability to productively analyze their own thought processes. As their studies demonstrate, several of the students were able to use self-knowledge and self-analysis productively for both formal and informal research. Joe, for example, used self-knowledge to identify when he had mis-transferred antecedent genre knowledge (informal), but also employed strategic and detailed techniques as he analyzed his own work from the class to draw robust research-based conclusions (formal).

Various types of research skills, including primary research strategies, were also a major area of student uptake. The skills the students chose to emphasize mostly aligned with formal research practices, so unsurprisingly, their uptake of writing researcher identities was primarily formal as well.

In contrast, the students felt that their informal research skills remained dormant or tacit. Sam suggested that she felt she could activate her research skills if she needed to, but perhaps the students struggled to identify exigencies for activating their writing research skills and identities outside of school. The deeply ingrained concept of what
counts as “research” led the students to draw boundaries around appropriate places to perform their researcher identities.

Finally, the students’ discussion of their writing research skills, knowledges, and identities contained a mixture of values from their prior research experiences as well as their current (post-ENG 101) contexts. This amalgam of values suggests that students’ writing researcher identities are informed by experiences prior to the course and are continuously reshaped after the course. In part, the emphasis on formal research skills emanated from students’ past and present experiences, as their uptake memories (cf., Kills, 2006) of high school and COM 101 led them to develop narratives about their skill development that intermixed ideas from ENG 101 with other experiences. Thus, because their past and present contexts placed great value on knowledge of library databases and audience analysis, for example, the students took up these concepts with greater fervor.

Based on these results, I have several recommendations for both researchers and instructors. Firstly, I recommend teaching with deep, formal, primary research projects. While obtaining IRB protocols and ensuring that students learn and observe research procedures can be time consuming, these formal aspects of the research process can go a long way in socializing students into a writing researcher identity, at least in regards to formal research. As Freedman (1993a) suggests, and as the students themselves mentioned, students become real researchers by doing real research. The formal activities such as obtaining signed informed consent documents helped students “feel” like researchers because they were doing the things that researchers do.

Beyond that, we also need to explore ways to help students form more meaningful connections and transfer between formal and informal research practices. To that end,
Mark’s and Joe’s recommendations about uptake may provide some approaches worth exploring. Teaching critical autoethnography early in a course may help students take up uptake earlier, so students can then dedicate more time to actively and consciously examining their informal research practices. Teachers often do well modeling formal research practices, but they might consider drawing more explicit attention to modeling informal research practices. In particular, instructors should draw students’ attention to the fact that these informal practices are research and that “writing papers” is not the only exigency for doing research. In fact, in the great scheme of life, we might say that “writing papers” is one of the least important exigencies for doing research. All students will have to do research in their personal and professional lives beyond college. Helping them to conceptualize a greater breadth of activities that “count” as research may help them to activate their writing researcher identities in a greater variety of contexts.

Beyond answering the primary research questions, this study may also have implications for co-research as a pedagogical and methodological tool. From a pedagogical perspective, engaging students in a co-research project may not be vastly different than assigning a highly formal research project of any kind. The students in this study reported taking on a greater sense of writing researcher identity because of the formality of the project, which does not necessarily require one to use a co-research model. However, I believe that one of the key affordances of a co-research model in pedagogy is that it encourages instructors to position themselves as mentors and learners. As mentors, we might show students our own work (e.g., the strategies we used to figure out how to analyze our data when we did project X, how we dealt with time management issues when we needed to schedule interviews, etc.), believing that as co-researchers,
they have the capacity to enact those techniques themselves. Furthermore, when we teachers position ourselves as learners, we validate the knowledge that students bring and perhaps even model the value of peer learning to those who may be resistant to learning from other students in the course.

From a methodological standpoint, I would suggest that the inherent power dynamics in the teacher-student relationship make using co-research problematic in the classroom. Teachers can distribute agency as much as they want, but they are still the ones doing the distributing. The ability to assign power is a power in of itself, meaning that in most settings, teachers and students will never hold equal amounts of agency. In this study, I defined a loose overall question to guide our investigation: How did literate activity happen in our ENG 101 course? Future studies may consider giving students greater say in defining the guiding research questions and selecting the sites of inquiry. Kalmbach (2007), for example, has his students brainstorm lists of 25 organizations they have been involved with. From their lists, students then each select a site for their inquiries. While Kalmbach uses this strategy to teach report writing in a technical communication course, a similar approach could easy translate to an FYC course interested in researching literate activity. Even this move may not fully empower the students, but it may be a step in the right direction because it allows students to research what they truly care about.

As long as we acknowledge that the relationship between teacher researcher and student co-researcher will never be fully egalitarian, I see no reason that co-research should not function as a valid methodology in classroom research. Teachers, students, and indeed, the greater research community stand to benefit from the discoveries we
make with our students in and outside of our classrooms. Online courses particularly stand to benefit from co-research because the model offers much greater access to the embodied, physical sites where knowledge-making is happening. The co-researchers in this study provided valuable insights and offered alternative voices that might not have been fully present had other methodologies been used.
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APPENDIX A

UPTAKE BLOG ASSIGNMENT

Bawarshi (2010) recommends using uptake genres as a space for students to actively explore the processes that go into their learning and writing. The weekly uptake blog assignment encouraged students to reflect on how they had learned through the week. The purpose of the assignment was to help students develop an awareness of their uptake so they could potentially exercise both forward- and backward-reaching transfer (cite).

Below are some of the guiding questions I used throughout the semester to help students identify and articulate their uptake processes:

- What prior knowledge or experience were you able to transfer in this week?
- How well would you say you understand the concepts covered this week? (Remember, you don’t have to be like, “Yay! I know it all!” We’re more interested in your ability to accurately assess where you are).
- What activities “triggered” your learning? Why do you think that happened?
- What concepts were you unable to take up? Why do you think you were unable to take those concepts up? (Remember, being able to identify what you don’t know is a skill. Not understanding something is not a sign of failure. Being able to pin down what you don’t know allows you to figure out how to know it).
- What strategies could you use to better understand what you didn’t take up before?
- How might the ideas you’ve explored this week transfer into future situations (in class or outside of class). Be very specific!
- Talk about your uptake with research methods. What research methods have you used in the past (both formally and informally)? What research strategies do you expect you will need to use in the future? (in school, in your career, in life in general)

Project-specific Questions:

- Be sure to reflect on what went well / poorly in your research. What decisions did you have to make along the way? How did you know what decisions to make? What do you still need to find out with your research?
- Talk about the development of your topic idea. What idea did you start with? How did your idea morph and change? What caused it to morph and change?
For the students’ final entry (Blog 15), I asked them to explore their uptake in the context of the whole semester rather than just the most recent week. The text of that assignment is included below:

Your final uptake blog is like the compilation album of all your blogs. For this blog, you need to look back over your previous blog entries and provide specific examples to support your ideas. Here are the things I’d like you to consider:

- **Tracing uptake**: Trace the development of your understanding of 1-2 specific concepts throughout the course of the semester. What specific events/thought processes influenced your uptake of those concepts?
- **Uptake fails**: Was there anything you feel you didn’t ever “get” or take-up? Why do you think this was the case?
- **Backwards-reading transfer**: What skills and knowledge did you transfer? Reflect on skills and knowledge you transferred into the class from your previous experience. You can also describe skills and knowledge you acquired early in the semester and used later in the semester. Also feel free to mention any instances of transfer from other contexts (other classes, work, personal life, etc.) into this class or from this class into other contexts.
- **Your best practices**: We all have things that help us learn best. Did you identify any practices this semester that help you learn or practice uptake more effectively? What are some strategies you used to overcome confusion? Conversely, did you identify any strategies/practices that don’t work for you?
- **Forward-reaching transfer**: What are some specific skills and knowledge you acquired or practiced this semester that you can transfer into specific situations in the future? (Note: Specificity is the key to this section.)
- **Writing researcher identity**: What does it mean to be a writing researcher? In what ways do you feel you are or aren’t a writing researcher?

**Antecedent genre warning!**
In the past, you may have been asked to write various “reflections” or other genres where you expressed what you learned. Although those may be appropriate antecedent genre for this blog, be cautious. I’m not looking for “Yay! I learned so much, and I’m going to use this stuff forever and always!” You could actually write a really successful blog on how you failed to take up some of the key concepts in the class. What I’m looking for here is an accurate, honest assessment of your uptake. Specifics are key.
APPENDIX B

GLOSSARY OF KEY ENG 101 CONCEPTS

Activity System - An activity system is all the people, texts, tools, and rules that work together to achieve a particular objective. For example, if my objective is to make a cool YouTube video, I might need a book called *YouTube for Dummies*, a camera, a friend to co-star with me or help me film, video-editing software, internet access, a computer, etc. All of these objects/people/ideas work together to make my objective (the YouTube video) possible. If you remove any of them, the activity doesn’t happen. The diagram below illustrates this:

Antecedent Genre - When we enter new research/writing situations, we often think back to situations we’ve been in before that seem similar. The texts we produced in those past situations are our antecedent genres. We think about how we dealt with the earlier situation and how we could possibly deal with the new situation in similar ways. For example, if my biology professor asks me to write a lab report, I might think back to lab write-ups I did in high school and try to apply the techniques I used there to this new situation. . .which may or may not work.

CHAT definition 1 - CHAT stands for Cultural Historical Activity Theory. Activity Theory is an exploration of how people, objects, and ideas work together to carry out objectives (see Activity System for an example). But the “Cultural” and “Historical” part talks about how the objects, ideas, and genres we use reflect certain cultural values at a
certain point in history. The fact that I made grilled cheese for dinner, for example, reflects my cultural values in this historical moment. I don’t have much time, so I made something quick. I’m not vegan so eating cheese is okay with me… there’s not a global cheese shortage on, so I could afford to buy it. I eat it without a fork because that’s a cultural norm for grilled cheeses… etc.

CHAT definition 2 - Some folks find it easier to understand CHAT if they break it down into seven different sub-concepts: production, distribution, reception, representation, ecology, activity, and socialization. Let’s revisit the example of making an YouTube video and look at it through these sub-concepts:

Genre - There are many ways of defining genre. I have three favorites:

1) A typified response to a recurring situation. For example, when I apply for a job (the recurring situation since I haven’t found a single job that seemed to stick yet), I write a resume (the typified—or typical—response to the situation). A less typified response to the I-need-to-apply-for-a-job situation would be sending the employer a very desperate “please please hire me!” letter via carrier pigeon.

2) A genre is a text that makes a particular action possible (or impossible). For example, if I want to send my husband to the grocery store to get our food for the week (and make sure that he doesn’t just buy a week’s worth of macaroni and cheese), I might make a grocery list telling him what to buy. On the flip-side, my landlord’s no-pet policy makes it impossible (or at least a very bad idea) for me to own a puppy.

3) A genre is a “stable-for-now” category. As communities change and need to carry out different actions (or the same actions in different ways), the genres they use to make those actions possible often evolve. If you looked at a take-out menu from fifteen years ago, you might see the restaurant’s address and a phone number. These days, that same take-out menu might also include a QR code, a website URL, and an invitation to “like” the restaurant on Facebook or follow it on Twitter.
**Uptake** - Uptake is the process we go through to “take up” a new idea and think about it until it makes sense (if we get that far with it—sometimes we don’t!). Our uptakes are highly individual because we all have different past experiences that impact the way we see the world. Say your instructor comes in and says, “There will be an ice cream social for our class on Friday afternoon.” One student thinks, “I bet there will be waffle cones!” Another thinks, “Awesome! Class must be cancelled.” Still another laments, “Ugh, forced socialization!” Notice that the instructor didn’t say any of those things, but because of each students’ past experiences or beliefs about ice cream socials, they take up the news to mean very different things.
APPENDIX C

GENRE ANALYSIS ASSIGNMENT

Part I: Analysis of your genre

Name of your genre:

Genre Samples

Select three genres to consider in this analysis. Your samples should include the elements that are “prototypical” to your genre, but you may opt to choose one sample that still fits the genre but is less prototypical. Don’t remember what “Prototypical” means? Re-watch The Word Bird video. Note: As you write your analysis, you should refer to your samples specifically in your writing as evidence to support your ideas.

Three Genre Samples - Using MLA, APA, or another academic citation style, cite the three sample genres you used. (Note: Depending on where you found your samples, you might have to be a bit creative about how you structure your citation). If you use more than three genre samples, please list all of them.

Sample #1

Sample #2

Sample #3

At the very bottom of this document (in the Appendix after Part II), please post pictures or URLs to your genre samples if possible.

If you referred to any other sources to determine genre guidelines, please cite those here (Eg., Maybe you talked to a person who has experience with that genre; Maybe you Googled “How to write a lesson plan” and looked at a few sources. Please list sources you consulted even if you didn’t end up using them):

Describe how you found the three samples you used for this analysis.
Be detailed and specific. Answers like “I googled it” are inadequate. If you did Google it, why did you go that route? How did you process through the search results? How did you determine that they were appropriate samples? Which sources were the most useful? Which were less useful?

**Conventions/Representation**

Describe in detail the parts/elements that make up your genre. (Materials it is made out of, visual elements, language and grammar rules, etc.) What conventions are absolutely necessary (“It wouldn’t be the same genre if it didn’t have…”) and which conventions are optional? How do you know?

**Antecedent Genres and Practices**

Based on your understanding of your genre, what would you consider some antecedent genres and practices that might help you write in this genre? Remember, antecedent genres are genres you’ve used in the past that seem similar in some ways to the new genre. Antecedent practices are activities you’ve done before that might help you do a new activity (ex: If you’ve been a person who brainstormed before, maybe you’ll identify that brainstorming might help you develop this new genre too)

**Audience(s)/Reception**

Who are the primary and secondary audiences for this genre? Be specific. Most genres are not actually designed “for anybody!” Who are some specific people or types of people that this genre might target?

What are some possible ways this text could be received (both intended and unintended)

**Activities**

What activities does your genre facilitate? Refer to specific conventions of the genre and explain how these conventions make it easier for the genre to facilitate specific activities. You can also note if your genre makes any activities difficult or impossible.

**Production, Socialization, Distribution, and Technologies**

What goes into producing this text?
What steps or activities are involved? Be as detailed as possible and be sure to include steps (like information gathering) that precede the moment that the author(s) actually sit down to compose. What are the possible and ideal tools to use to produce this genre? What (if any) costs are involved? What materials are necessary? Who all is typically involved in the production of this text? (You may need to research this)

How does the genre get distributed? How does this distribution method depend on using specific materials and technologies in the production phase?

Ecology

In what environment is the genre typically produced? What conditions make it possible or necessary to produce the genre “this way”? What resources need to be available in the environment?

Describe the ecology of the environment where the text will be used. How do specific genre conventions make it possible for the genre to facilitate activities in that environment?

Culture

What cultural values are reflected in your genre? (Note: your genre may reflect the values of multiple cultures or sub-cultures).

Research and Citations

What research goes into developing content in this genre? (Remember, not all research is formal, library research).

Here are a few examples of genres I’ve used a lot:

- Grocery list - I look up grocery store ads to find out what’s on sale. I decide what I’m cooking for the week (often this involves looking up recipes--I usually use Pinterest). I check my fridge and cabinets to see what food we already have and what normal “staple” items we’re out of.
- Spanish lesson plan - This usually fits into the context of an overall unit. I determine what learning outcomes I want students to achieve (based on State Standards). I look for resources that will help students work towards that learning outcome using a variety of learning styles. Sometimes, I use materials from my curriculum. Sometimes I search for ideas on Pinterest. Sometimes, I check out resources available on some of my favorite websites like TeachersPayTeachers,
StudySpanish.com, Barbara Kuczans’s website, etc. I also consider how my students have done on past assessments and with past activities. What do they struggle with? What do they like?

**How does your genre cite or reflect research?**

Here are a few examples:

- A recipe blog will often use hyperlinks or just mention in the text where they got a particular recipe.
- A grocery list really just “reflects” the research that you’ve done. (A poorly researched grocery list would mean you come home from the store with the wrong things)
- In a lesson plan, I would include the “codes” of the learning outcomes my plan relates to. I would include page numbers for textbook / curriculum references. I would probably include the website URL of materials I copied from online.

**Part II: Analysis of your genre production**

You should NOT complete Part II for the first draft of your genre analysis. Ideally, you should complete this section after you have completed the second draft of your product.

**Describe a VERY SPECIFIC place where you imagine your product would be used.**

For example, if you wrote a basketball season review, your product should be designed for a specific place where a season review might appear (ex: ESPN.com, the Pantagraph, etc.)

**Describe the content research you did to produce your product**

Note: content research is different than genre research. The first question under “Research and Citations” above gives some examples of types of content research. What specific things did you have to do to develop content for your product? Include any issues you encountered and how you worked through them. Also note any ways you feel your content development process was different than it would be for people normally producing this genre.

**Describe in detail the process you went through to put your product together.**

What went well? What didn’t go well? How did you decide how to proceed?

**How did your antecedent genres impact your process?**

Remember, we can transfer in knowledge from antecedent genres to help us. However, antecedent genres can also lead us to mis-transfer information that doesn’t belong in the new genre.
How did your understanding of your genre change as you created a product in that genre?

In what ways does your product match or mis-match conventions for your genre. It’s not actually important to me that you are able to produce an exact match. What’s more important is that you are able to articulate areas of matching / mis-matching and explain why any mis-matches happened. For example, you maybe don’t have access to the materials usually used in the production of your genre.

Appendix

If possible, please post pictures or links to your three genre samples here.
APPENDIX D

RESEARCH REPORTS ASSIGNMENT

You will create a total of three mini research reports based on each type of research you are using.

A few “little” requirements:
- There is no specific length requirement for your reports. Just write “enough” to explain your processes and ideas thoroughly.
- Please proof-read your reports so they are free of typos. Consider this a semi-professional genre.

Question and Methods
In this section, you will describe your research question or the purpose of your investigation. In other words, what are you trying to find out? Explain why the type of investigation you’re doing is an appropriate way to go about answering your question.

Explain in detail the methods you are going to use to carry out your investigation. For instance, who are you going to talk to? How are you going to contact participants? Where are you going to look for information? How much information do you need? How long are you going to spend collecting data? How many people are you going to talk to? How much information are you going to look up? What questions are you going to ask in an interview or survey? Etc.

Please also describe the procedure you are going to administer your informed consent documents if you are doing research that involves human participants (or the unpublished work/writing of human participants) other than yourself. YOU MUST INCLUDE A COPY OF YOUR INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT IN APPENDIX A.

If you create any interview / survey questions, please include that list in Appendix B. Note: particularly with interviews, it’s okay if you deviate from your list a little bit during the interview as your subject sparks new ideas in your mind. The question list is just intended to give you a start. Note about surveys: If you are using SurveyMonkey to administer surveys (highly recommended!) you will be limited on the number of
questions you can ask. Since your informed consent document will take up one question, you can probably only get in 9 more questions if you are using the free version.

Summary of Data Collection
Give a brief description of how your data collection process actually went down (This may be different than what you had planned.) Give a brief overview of the information you found and how you found it. Be sure to also describe anything that didn’t go according to plan and what adaptations you had to make along the way. Were the obstacles you encountered so severe the it impacted the quality-validity of your data? Did your investigation fail to answer your research question (sometimes this happens! – Failed research is still something we can learn from!)

Analysis Methods
Explain how you went about analyzing the data you collected. Why did you use this method? Analysis methods can vary considerably from project to project, so the best way to figure out how to analyze your data is to have a clear understanding of what you’re trying to look for and to look examples of analysis in action. During week 12, I will also be giving you some video examples of analysis methods like coding. A few questions that might help:

- How can you look for trends in your data?
- What categories might you consider as you analyze your data? Where will these categories come from (e.g., Will you make them up ahead of time or will you just start working with the data and see what trends emerge?)
- How will you treat anomalies (instances that don’t fit the norm)?

Note, in this section, you are NOT focusing on WHAT you found but HOW you went about finding it.

Conclusions
What answers did you find to your research question? What trends did you see? What anomalies? How do you expect your other research methods will help you understand your conclusion more deeply? Do you think there are other types of research you might need to do (but haven’t done yet) to answer new questions that emerged from this research?

ANTECEDENT GENRE WARNING!
You may probably written “Conclusion” sections before (in those dreaded five-paragraph essays, for example). Please note that this conclusion section is asking you for different information than you may have included in your past writing experiences. This is not a “tidy summary of what I did.” This conclusions sections is like the star of your report--this is all the stuff you found out! Often (if you’re anything like me), you might have
found that those five-paragraph essay conclusions were a bit “fluffy.” But for this report, we’re looking for meat in the conclusion (save the fluff for making marshmallows).

References or Works Cited
If you are doing a secondary research report, you need to have a References (for APA citations) or Works Cited (for MLA citations) section. Use either APA or MLA to format your citations. If you don’t use any secondary research in your report, please get rid of this section.

Appendix A
Include any informed consent documents you had to create in this section. If your report didn’t require an informed consent document, get rid of this section.

Appendix B
Include any interview / survey questions you created in this section. If your report did use any interview / survey questions, get rid of this section.